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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Introduction

Awareness
its

of adult

illiteracy in the United States and

impact on all phases of people's

large is

increasing.

Adult

literacy has become an urgent

issue in addressing many of
competition,

society's problems,

from global

economic development and social welfare reform

to the well-being of

individuals and their families,

employment and retraining,
generation,

lives and on society at

the education of

the next

and to civic participation in the democratic

system.
Concerns about

literacy are not new.

these concerns has changed.
literacy was
however,

In the past,

Yet the nature of
the

lack of

seen as a problem of isolated individuals.

illiteracy is viewed as a national problem.

implications of

illiteracy are far beyond its

individual members of

demographic,

"are creating a human capital deficit

impact on the

and labor-market

for all Americans"

and Holland,

1988).

1

forces

that threatens U.S.

competitiveness and acts as a barrier to individual

Meltzer,

The

society.

Changing economic,

opportunities

Now,

(Carnevale,

Gainer,

There
must

is widespread agreement that as a nation the U.S.

respond to the

literacy challenge not

only to preserve

its economic vitality but also to ensure that every
individual has a
fulfillment
(Goal

6)

(1990)

full

range of opportunities

and participation in society.

for personal

The Goals 2030

established by the National Governors Association

stated:

"every adult will be literate and have the skills
to compete

in the global economy and participate

In

American democracy."

The National Literacy Act of

1991 was passed by the

Congress to "enhance the literacy and basic skills of
adults,

to ensure that all adults

in the United States

acquire the basic skills necessary to function effectively
and achieve the greatest possible opportunities

in their

work and in their lives."
This task is enormous

and the goal

is ambitious.

The

National Adult Literacy Survey reports that:
"Black,

American

and Asian/Pacific

Indian/Alaskan Native,

Hispanic,

Islander adults were more

likeLy

than White adults to perform in the lowest two
literacy levels.

These performance differences are

affected by many factors.
Asian/Pacific
groups

Islanders,

With the exception of
individuals

in these

tended to have completed fewer years of

schooling in this country than had Whites.

2

Further,

many adults of Asian/Pacific

Islander and

Hispanic origin were born in other countries and
were

likely to have learned English as a

language"

(NALS,

second

1993).

Among the nearly 90 million citizens who lack a high
school education,

nearly half of them speak languages other

than English.

illiterate population is highly

The

concentrated in the

large urban communities throughout the

States.

"The diversity of the population in the United
States has
recent

increased by striking proportions

years....

The racial

in

and ethnic composition

of the nation also continues to change.

While

3.7

million people of Asian or Pacific Islander
origins were
were

living in this

7.2 million a decade

almost

100%.

country in

1980,

there

later - a change of

The number of individuals of Hispanic

origin also rose dramatically over this time
period,

from roughly 6 to

population,

9 percent of the

or more than 22 million people.

increasing diversity can not only be
heard:

today,

United States

some

Our

seen but also

32 million individuals

in the

speak a language other than English"

(ibid.).

Linguistic minorities are the

fastest growing segment

of the United States population.

According to the

census,

reported limited English

over five million adults

language proficiency.

1990

The National Adult Literacy Survey

3

(NALS)

in

1992 pointed to higher numbers with limited

literacy skills
The

among these adults

importance of

(Wrigley & Guth,

1992).

language and literacy skills

this population is undisputed.

for

Opportunities and services

available to adults are a growing concern in American
society today,
instructional
adults.

particularly the availability and
quality of services

The demographic changes have

for urban public

schools

education systems.

as well as

The challenges

system go beyond sheer numbers.
must

for non-English speacing
serious

consequences

for adult basic

for the adult education

Adult educational programs

keep pace with the changes and development

knowledge about adult
and cultural

learners.

factors that

in our

Information about

linguistic

influence adult English literacy

learning is becoming more and more

important

in workforce

preparation.

The U.S.

Department of Labor predicted in

between the years of

1990

represent the largest

and 2000,

1987

that

immigrants will

share of the increase in the

population and the workforce

since World War

I.

Thirty-sevei

percent of immigrants over the age of 20 have less than a
high school education.
adult educators
resources)

Among the many challenges

(along with fragmented services

facing
and limited

is the need to develop adequate curricula,

instructional

strategies and assessments

4

(ibid).

The Goals 2000

(Goal 6)

states "every adult will be

literate and have the skills to compete in the global
economy and participate in American democracy." The higher
academic standards and greater program accountability called
for by education reform in K-12 education are also applied
to adult and vocational education.

Public funded adult

education programs are under tremendous pressure to respond
to and meet the needs of adult learners.
According to the 1990 U.S.

census,

908,718 adults in

Massachusetts have not completed high school
Adult Education Committee,

1995).

limited proficiency in English.

(Massachusetts

156,297 adults have

877,000

(19% of

)

Massachusetts adults have not attained functional literacy,
and another 1,162,000

(25%)

fall below the level of mastery

Education Reform envisions for high school graduates
1996).

In sum,

(MDOE,

almost 45% of Massachusetts adults lack the

educational foundation needed to achieve family,

community

and employment related priority goals and are in need of
basic educational services

(ibid).

Of these undereducated adults,

465,000

(44%)

children under 13 living below the poverty level.

have
Children

in 114,000 families have a parent who cannot read aloud to
them.

Children in 264,000 families have parents who have

difficulty helping them with homework and are unlikely to
become an advocate for them at school.

5

Adults with low

literacy are half as likely as their more educated neighbors
to participate in the democratic process and vote

(ibid).

Workers who lack a high school diploma earn an average
monthly income of $452,
bachelor's degree.

compared to $1,829 for those with a

90% of Fortune 1000 executives expressed

concerns that low literacy is hurting their productivity and
profitability.

Almost 50% of adults on public assistance do

not have a high school diploma.

Adult recipients with low

literacy skills work 11 weeks per year,

on average,

to 29 weeks for those with strong literacy skills

compared

(ibid).

According to a survey during the 1995/1996 program
year,

the Department of Education assessed the actual demand

for adult education services in cities and towns already
receiving ABE funds.

A total of 15,599 adults were on the

waiting lists for services.

The estimated total number of

adults on waiting lists were 21,000 based on the 72%
responses. Altogether,
each year.

42,000 adults apply for ABE services

The ABE service delivery system in Massachusetts

is able to enroll about 27,500 adults in all the ABE
programs.

The total resources for ABE services and resources

from other agencies are sufficient to provide instructional
services to just 2% of the target population
Community Learning Services,

MDOE,

(Adult and

1995).

The implications are very clear when adults lack the
educational foundation envisioned under Education Reform.
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Massachusetts

risks

illiteracy,

current workforce unable

a

new procedures
high

and

continuing

technologies,

skill/high wage

families

unable

to

jobs

high rates

of

sectors

in

come

and

low

levels

of

the past
to

support

to

funding

increase

in

now under
Adult

learners

by

education

key to

that

adult
the

however,

little

is

Basic
for

further

economic

apparatus

two years.

in

industry
a

development

provided

Education

the

Adult Basic

to perform and produce
in Massachusetts

delivery of

is

quality services

State.

literacy has made progress

as many practitioners

known about

the

linguistic

the workplace

and

in

Study of Adult

is

gained

initiatives with significant

scrutiny

the

in adult

years;

the

civic participation and

and

the past

being held accountable

in

to become genuinely

The business

literacy education

better outcomes.

face

effectively compete,

five years.

The political

Research

learn

fill

education has

realize

the Commonwealth.

adult

to

adult basic

in

to

unable

of

incarceration and recidivism.

and to

is

to

unable

productive workforce

Education

effectively

business

and unable

families

In Massachusetts,
popularity

to

cycles

learn good nutrition and preventive

health care practices,
self-sufficient,

intergenerational

life.

feel,
tasks

collaboration between Harvard University,
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still very
that

The National

Learning and Literacy

in recent

immigrants
Center

(NCSALL,

for

a

World Education

and Tennessee State University,
Harvard)

currently located at

has conducted a needs assessment for its research

agenda for the next five years.

ESOL is one of the most

challenging agenda items to the field. NCSALL sets the
agenda to inspire practitioner research into effective ways
of instruction and staff development in adult basic
literacy.

Problem Statement

Quality language and literacy instruction in Adult
Basic Education is a key issue in funding literacy programs.
With limited resources in funding and in teacher
preparation,

adult literacy programs utilize K-12 trained

teachers and teachers with no formal training in education.
In adult ESOL programs,

the inadequacies of teacher

preparation and training are more serious.

Professional

development for adult education teachers thus becomes a
crucial vehicle in quality instruction to ensure those 2%
learners who enroll in ABE programs success,
provide them a second chance for failure.

rather than

Adult students

"base what they do on previous learning experience of
learning and of using language.

They do not start from

scratch with no backgrounds or predisposition"
p.4).

Understanding learners'

(Cook,

1996,

contribution to learning is

one critical component in adult learning and instruction.

8

"Second language learners have fully formed personalities
and minds when they start learning the second language,

and

these have profound effects on their way of learning and on
how successful they are"

(Cook,

1996,

p.3).

The role of first language influence in second language
acquisition has been recognized in discussions on adult
second language learning and instruction.

Learners'

first

language knowledge is a major component of an adult's
previous knowledge and as such,

it plays a very important

part in their learning of a new language.
Research on first language influence in second language
acquisition began with structural descriptions of languages
to predict learner errors based on similarities and
differences between a first language and the second
language.

Later in the universalist theory,

however,

the

role of first language influence in second language
acquisition was minimized based on the assumption of
underlying commonalities of languages.
In recent years,

second language acquisition research

began to consider the reconciliation of the two opposing
theories based on emerging evidence and the realization of
the limitations of both theories.

Reexamination of past

research data and new refined research found that,
cases,

in some

first language influence was the main source of error

and difficulty.

In other cases,

9

UG

(Universal Grammar)

was a

better explanation of
cases,

both first

combine

forces

learner behaviors.

language

In still other

influence and UG seemed to

in facilitating or hindering learner progress

in second language acquisition.

Linguists began to

acknowledge that a second language acquisition theory based
on the principles

from both grounds

is not entirely

inconceivable.
Besides

linguistic research,

psycholinguistics,

development

sociolinguistics,

bilingual

in
education,

neurology and human development sciences also shed light on
second language acquisition.
The importance of
and the influence of

learner-perceived language distance

this perception on ultimately what gets

transferred from first

language to second language was

mentioned in a few research discussions
Adjemian,

1983),

but

learners'

input,

i.e.,

(Kellerman,

1983;

little has been done in searching for
learners'

perception on the subject

matter other than testing learners with a few judgment
questions or items.

In the

few attempts

perceived distances and transferability,

to solicit

learner

learner perception

was generated from researcher's hypothetical rationale.
Practitioners often testify that
adult

learners,

learners,

particularly

are capable of explaining their own learning

and acquisition process and providing valuable information
for theoretical discussions.

In practitioner research,

10

learner perception is of particular importance to adult
second language instruction and program development.
In research concerning the Chinese adult
acquisition of English

(details

learners'

in Chapter II),

findings

typically either confirm or reject some theoretical
predictions.

Many second language acquisition studies

predominantly collected data from testing on specific
linguistic properties with limited number of
of

learners.

Many

the conclusions were based on the presence or absence of

certain grammatical

errors

in a test.

In most

studies,

subjects were either high school or college students

the

in the

United States or in other Chinese speaking countries or
regions.

These studies provide empirical

on Chinese ESOL learners

in general.

evidence and data

However,

there are

demographic and situational differences between these groups
and inner city Chinese
adult

immigrant communities who come to

literacy programs.

important affective

These demographic differences are

factors

learning and instruction.

in adult second language

Not much has been done with the

latter population in second language acquisition research.
The purpose of
language issues
first

language

(English)
the

the study is

to examine one of the

in urban adult basic
(Chinese)

education,

namely,

the

influence in second language

acquisition from a different perspective

learners have to say on the issues,

11

i.e.,

- what

to add

learners'

perceptions

interpretation of

to

test

researchers'

results

analysis

in understanding

language

acquisition,

learners

in a classroom-based urban adult

in Boston's

and

specifically,

by Chinese

second
adult

learning program

Chinatown.

Purpose of Study

The
of

the

goal

of

language

learners,
English

the

study was

issues

to gain better understanding

confronting urban adult

particularly Chinese

literacy.

Related

to

adult
this

learners,

goal,

the

literacy
in acquiring

study had the

following purposes:

1.

to

examine how

learners perceive

learning English phonology,
morphology,
2.

to

analyze

facilitate

the writing
the

4.

to

factors

of

learners

lexicon and

Chinese

that

themselves;

characteristics

in English

among urban Chinese

adult

to provide

and learners with

to

in

system;

linguistic

identify group

insight
5.

grammar,

influence

and/or hinder English acquisition as

perceived by
3.

Chinese

teachers

into both

learners;

teaching and

research.

12

information and

learning processes;

generate preliminary baseline data

practitioner

learning

for

further

and

To accomplish the goal and purposes of the study,

a

survey was conducted among adult Chinese ESOL learners in a
classroom based urban community learning center.

The survey

provided quantitative and qualitative data on learners'
responses to the following questions:
1.

From a learner's perspective,

what influence does

LI Chinese have on learning the specific aspects of
the English language?
2.

How strong is the LI influence in each of these
areas?

3. What explanations do learners have for their
perceptions?
4. What literacy skills are most difficult for Chinese
ESOL learners?

Significance of

Study

Adult literacy learners are in a different learning
environment than public school students.

Among the millions

of adults who function below the high school graduates,
nearly half of them also speak a language other than
English.

The concentration of minority communities continues

in large cities in the United States.

Urban schools and

communities are witnessing increased diversity in their
populations.
problems,

In addition to economic,

the diversity of students'
13

social and political
cultural and linguistic

background poses serious challenges to urban education. At
the same time,

Education Reform is opening up opportunities

for change in urban education practices.
As was stated in the background of problem,

there is an

enormous growing need for ESOL services to adult learners.
We know very little about the linguistic tasks immigrants
face.

Adult education system faces the challenge of keeping

pace with population changes and developments in the
knowledge about adult learners. Workforce education needs to
include information about linguistic and cultural factors
that affects workforce preparation.

A better understanding

is essential in issues such as the adult learners and their
first language backgrounds,

the potential first language

influence in acquiring English skills,
learners'

how to utilize

first language knowledge to facilitate English

learning and to pinpoint difficulties in language
instruction.

Such understanding will enable adult education

professionals to provide high quality services and to
achieve better learner outcomes.
The study will provide adult education practitioners
with important linguistic information,
ESOL learning communities,

unique to the Chinese

and insight into the teaching and

learning processes for them to consider in future
development of curriculum materials,
strategies and student assessments.

14

instructional

The study will attempt to address the importance of
learner perceived language distance and its influence on
language transfer

(Kellerman,

1983)

with the attempt to

tackle the issue of the lack of learner input in linguistic
research in general and the lack of learner perspective in
explaining error causes

(Wong,

1983,

1988)

in particular.

The study will be the first attempt to directly incorporate
a learner perspective in searching for an understanding of
the acquisition of second language literacy by adult E30L
learners,
centers.

particularly,

learners in urban community learning

It is hoped that this preliminary study will be an

inspiration for future adult literacy research to add
learner input into its design.
Data generated from this study can be used as baseline
information,

which allows for comparison and contrast

between various subgroups of Chinese learners and with
learners of different first language backgrounds;

this in

turn helps formulating promising lines of inquiry in further
practitioner research.

Limitations of Study
Target Population

The study was limited to Chinese ESOL learners in one
large urban adult learning center. Although it has
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characteristics typical to many inner city literacy programs
for immigrant Chinese,

many such programs lack the

comprehensiveness of the QSCC
Council)

(Quincy School Community

program due to program sizes and other learner

support services.
Suburban and rural literacy programs usually provide
ESOL instruction to learners with multi-lingual backgrounds
in the same classrooms with English-speaking teachers only,
which inevitably results in different learning experiences
for Chinese learners than that of the learners at QSCC.
There are also Chinese learners who do not attend classroom
based ESOL programs,

but learn English through individual

tutoring or using other mediums of instruction.

One of the

limitations of the study was the exclusion of these groups
due to lack of adequate data from the Massachusetts adult
basic education data system up to the time the study was
conducted.

Scope

Another limitation was the scope of the study. Adult
second language learning and acquisition is a complex
process which involves a host of affective factors from man/
disciplines.

However,

it was impractical to touch on a LI ths

important aspects or all the language issues that Chinese
ESOL learners confront.

In this study,
16

only learners'

perception on some of the linguistic and literacy aspects of
Chinese influence was examined.
The purpose of this study was not to find any definite
answers to the questions of second language literacy
acquisition by Chinese adult learners,

but rather to

generate some baseline data for further practitioner
research in the field of adult literacy.

In this sense,

the

study was only a preliminary search for more questions to bb
investigated in future research.
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Definition of Terms

Adult
Basic
Education

Education of adults

16 years or older who do not

have a high school diploma or equivalence,

or

whose English language proficiency is below that
of a high school graduate.

ESOL

English to Speakers of Other Languages.

English

taught to speakers who speak a language other
than English.
(see below)
that

which does not reflect the reality

for many of

English is

ESL

The term is used to replace ESL

the so-called ESL learners,

their third or fourth language.

English as a Second Language.
learners whose

English taught to

first or native language is not

English.

LI

First Language.
has

LI
Influence

The

language that one primarily

learned and acquired.

The impact of

the

first

language on the

development and improvement of one's

second

language.

L2

Second Language.

The

language one learns and

acquires after the acquired Ll.

L2

The ability to understand,

literacy

in a

language

other

language.
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speak,

than one's

read and write
first

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Research on LI Influence and L2 Instructions
A Historical Perspective
The influence of one's mother tongue in learning
another language has long been recognized by linguists and
language teachers. Much research has been done in the areas
of applied linguistics,
language teaching,

second language acquisition,

psycholinguistics,

sociolinguistics and

bilingual education to define the role of native language in
acquiring a new language.

Some linguists also have been

trying to incorporate research findings in neurolinguistics
and developmental science to find explanations of second
language acquisition,

and in formulating their theoretical

frameworks.
Despite extensive research into the issue,

native

language influence remains controversial in teaching and
research.

Further research is desired in many areas to fully

understand the extent to which native language influences
the learning process,

and to better facilitate the

acquisition and attainment of second language learners,

who

are generally concentrated in urban schools and communities.
This literature review takes a brief look at the
history and current issues of the research in first language
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influence on second language acquisition and teaching and
gives a brief overview of the research findings,
particularly literature on Chinese influence in ESOL
learning and acquisition by Chinese adult learners and the
implications in language instruction.
Over the past few decades,
(or native language)

influence,

the term for first language
or rather mother tongue

cases where dialects are involved)

influence,

name changes such as "language borrowing,"
mixing,"

"interference,"

(in

has had many

"language/dialect

"cross-linguistic influence," and

"language transfer." Even though scholars disagreed on the
use of terms,

"language transfer" has been frequently used

by many researchers to refer to the use of native language
knowledge in learning and acquiring a second language.
Therefore,

to simplify the use of terms,

"language transfer"

and first language influence will be used interchangeably.

Language Transfer Before

the

1950s

While discussions of transfer often begin with American
Linguists and their works in the 1940s and 1950s,

the

controversy regarding cross-linguistic influences goes back
to historical linguistics in the nineteenth century.
Although the debates then were primarily on language
classification and language change rather than second
language acquisition,

the work of scholars on language
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contact bears considerable resemblance to the more recent
second language acquisition research.
In the discussion on language change

(Odlin,

1989),

native language influence was found in the merging of
characteristics of two or more languages in verbal
communications between people speaking different languages,
in the loan-words from one language to another,

and in

bilinguals using a systematic interchange of words,

phrases,

and sentences of two or more languages in their
conversations.

Even though terms such as "transfer" and

"code-switching" were not familiar,

people were often aware

of language mixing and used language to distinguish
themselves from other social groups
Jackson,

1974).

(Sorenson,

1967;

Loan-words or any other kinds of language

mixing were sometimes viewed as a linguistic intrusion,

or a

"foreign import." Unfavorable attitudes toward such
intrusion were reflected in terms such as language
"contamination,"
language

or the "corruption" of the prestige

(Silvesttri,

1977;

became part of the study.

Thomason,

1981).

Dialects also

Scholars found that similarity

between two languages or dialects encouraged a great deal of
mixing

(Robins,

1979).

Studies of the same period also found

evidence of mixing in contacts of languages with greater
differences due to centuries of bilingualism in certain
regions of the world

(Muller,1861/1965).
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Pidgins and Creoles were studied
1971;

Emeneau,

1980;

Leslau,

1945,

(Gumperz and Wilson,

1952)

long-term effects of language contact.

as examples of

Initially,

transfer

was thought to be a probable explanation for many of the
features of pidgins and Creoles.

However,

the investigations

of many contact situations led scholars to think about the
simplification of language structures in an attempt to make
a language such as English more comprehensible.
(1891/1980)

Schuchardt

investigated various types of simplification.

Simplification occurs in the grammatical features when
children learn their native language,
talk"

when adults "baby-

to children and when native speakers talk to non¬

native speakers and in the grammars of so many pidgins and
Creoles.

The striking similarities in all the cases led

Shuchardt

(Gilbert,

1980)

to an awareness of the apparently

universal tendencies toward simplicity in situations
involving language contact and language acquisition.
The importance of cross-linguistic influence increased
considerably with evidence found in the nineteenth and
twentieth century works on language contact.

The diversity

of situations in which transfer occurs also became clearer
to many scholars. Weinreich
"interference",

(1953)

used the term

which was defined as "those instances of

deviation from the norms of either language which occur in
the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity
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with more than one language".

This definition covers

practically any case of transfer. Nevertheless,

his study of

bilingualism revealed that the effects of cross-linguistic
influence vary according to the social context and other
non-linguistic factors.

There were cases of second language

influences on the first language as well as influences of
native language

(usually a first language)

acquisition of a target language
language).

on the

(usually a second

The direction of the transfer often reflected

differences in social as well as linguistic factors.
Borrowing from second language into first language normally
begins at the lexical level.

The foreign vocabulary coming

into the first language often shows the onset of strong
cultural influences from speakers of another language.
group exerting the influence is usually,
a speech community with larger numbers,
and more political power.
syntactic influence,

The

though not always,
greater prestige,

Lexical borrowing can also lead to

but the phonetics and phonology of the

first language are found less likely to be affected by
borrowing transfer.
Native language influence on second language is more
evident in pronunciation
lexicon.

(and in syntax)

than in the

The effects of first language influence,

manifested by distinct pronunciation and syntax on the newly
acquired language of second language speakers,
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provides

with more than one language".

This definition covers

practically any case of transfer. Nevertheless,

his study of

bilingualism revealed that the effects of cross-linguistic
influence vary according to the social context and other
non-linguistic factors.

There were cases of second language

influences on the first language as well as influences of
native language

(usually a first language)

acquisition of a target language
language).

on the

(usually a second

The direction of the transfer often reflected

differences in social as well as linguistic factors.
Borrowing from second language into first language normally
begins at the lexical level.

The foreign vocabulary coming

into the first language often shows the onset of strong
cultural influences from speakers of another language.
group exerting the influence is usually,
a speech community with larger numbers,
and more political power.
syntactic influence,

The

though not always,
greater prestige,

Lexical borrowing can also lead to

but the phonetics and phonology of the

first language are found less likely to be affected by
borrowing transfer.
Native language influence on second language is more
evident in pronunciation
lexicon.

(and in syntax)

than in the

The effects of first language influence,

manifested by distinct pronunciation and syntax on the newly
acquired language of second language speakers,
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provides

enduring evidence of

language transfer from their native

language.
Historical research in transfer also provides a cross¬
check on demographic
which are important

influences or other social

to the understanding of the issue but

missing in many empirical and case studies
numbers of

factors,

individuals.

Significance of

language acquisition affected by formal

involving small

transfer in second
instruction and its

significance in naturalistic acquisition differ.
studies

indicate that

transfer,

Some

formal education may constrain

and the potential effect on acquisition may be

large or small depending on the complex variations of
social

settings

the

in which acquisition takes place.

Language Transfer and Teaching in the 1950s and 1960s

Despite conflicting views on the significance of
language contact among historical

linguists,

the notion of

language transfer remained uncontroversial among language
teachers until

the

late 1960s.

Modern language teachers and

other proponents of new methods of

language teaching

embraced the idea that native language

influences could

greatly affect second language acquisition.
Contrastive tradition continued in the 1940s and 1950s.
Methods of contrastive analysis were refined.
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Based on the observations

that:

"The most effective

materials are those that based upon a scientific description
of

the

language to be learned,

parallel description of
(Fries,

1945,

established.

p.9)

the

the native language of

formulated the bases

"transfer grammar"

Harris argued that whereas
of

languages,

parallel.
parallel
(Harris,

the learner"

the need for contrastive analysis was

It also

model known as

carefully compared with a

for a translation

(Harris,

1954).

in a purely structural comparison

many constructions and subdivisions had no

On a translation basis,

however,

"one can find a

in one language to almost anything in the other"
1954,

p.267).

translation model was
teaching of

One of

the purpose of

to be relevant

foreign languages.

this

for the learning and

During the early days of

second language acquisition research,

the notion of language

transfer had been important to the understanding of how
second languages were learned
Lado stated,

1983).

in his Linguistics Across Cultures,

fundamental assumption of
Individuals

(Gass and Selinker,

the period:

tend to transfer the

the distribution of

the

forms and meanings and

the forms and meanings of

native language and culture to the

their

foreign language and

culture-both productively when attempting to speak the
language and to act

in the culture,

and receptively

when attempting to grasp and understand the

language

and the culture as practiced by the natives.(1957,
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p.2)

This

statement and the works of Lado

influential

in second language acquisition.

promoted hundreds of empirical studies
analysis of

(1957)

languages.

were

His work

in contrastive

Contrastive Analysis of Ll and other

languages dominated the research in second language learning
and teaching.
areas of

Researchers and teachers

tried to anticipate

learner difficulties and errors

structural differences between learner's
the second language.

through analysis of
first language and

It was believed that differences

between the two languages would cause learner difficulties,
and errors will occur in such areas;
languages are similar,

positive transfer is expected and the

learner will be successful.
linguistic differences,
extremely different
(1949)

that where the two

To the scholars,

due to cross-

second language acquisition is

from first language acquisition.

Fries

stated that learning a second language constitutes a

very different task from learning the first

language.

The

basic problems do not arise out of any essential difficulty
in the

features of the second language,

the special

"set"

created by the first language habits.

Native language

influence was

influence of old habits,
potentially harmful.
claims

but primarily out of

thus considered an

some potentially helpful,

An extreme version of

that the difficulties

this

some

theory

in second language acquisition
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could be determined through contrastive analysis.

The

failure to account for all instances of learner errors and
difficulties caused the revolt against the school of
linguistics known as American Structuralism.
Contrastive analysis promoted a detailed and rigorous
step-by-step,

pattern-by- pattern description and comparison

of the first language and the second language in terms of
their phonology,

grammar,

writing systems and culture.

The

model was "addressed primarily to the trained teacher of
foreign languages"

(Lado,

1957).

The fundamental assumption

of contrastive analysis was language transfer.

Since

difficulty will arise from differences between first and
second language structures,

language teaching,

consequently,

should concentrate on the points of difference where the
problems often require conscious understanding and massive
practice,

while the structurally analogous units between

languages need not be taught"

(Lado,

1964,

p.52).

Second

language learning consists largely of the projection of the
system of the first language on to the second language.
Based on the theory of learning by conditioning,

the

goal of second language teaching is to drill students to
overcome their first language habits so that their second
language knowledge and fluency become automatic.
Contrastive analysis and its proponents also had impact
on teaching materials development.
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According to Fries,

"The

problems of the Chinese students are very different from
those of the Spanish speaker"

(1949,

p.97); materials for

teaching them should be different. Materials developed
during this period reflected his belief.

This school saw the

development of materials specifically designed for different
groups of students as extremely important.

It was believed

that such materials would help learners overcome the
conditioned habits of their first language while they were
imitating the new patterns of second language.
language acquisition would be facilitated.
teaching,

In this way,

In language

it claimed that "the teacher who has made a

comparison of the foreign language with the native language
of the students will know better what the real learning
problems are and can better provide for teaching them"
(Lado,

1957,

p.2).

Errors in second language production were

regarded primarily as first language interference and were
thus undesirable.

Errors from first language interference

should be prevented,

or at least to be held to a minimum.

This model of language learning assumed that
grammatical structures are "a system of habits";

that

speakers control habits which they use to produce speech
automatically and without thinking;

that such habits are

acquired through exposure and practice;

and that they are

based on laws of language learning such as "exercise" and
"familiarity of response."

Imitation,
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repetition,

pattern

drills,

together with grammar-translation were among the

most commonly used methods in second language instruction.
Despite Lado's clear emphasis on cultural as well as
linguistic factors,

most of the 1950s and 1960s contrastive

analysis studies concentrated on pronunciation and grammar
and only slightly touched discourse beyond the sentence
level analysis.

The pedagogical practice encouraged an

expansion of contrastive studies for the purposes of
language teaching.

The starting point of contrastive

analysis is the linguistic description of languages,
language learners themselves.

not the

Learner behavior was to be

predicted from linguistic comparison.
Empirical studies on transfer also developed during
this period; much of the research challenged the earlier
thinking on transfer that formed the basis of contrastive
analysis.

Lado had long realized and cautioned that the

predictions made from contrastive analysis
must be considered a list of hypothetical problems
until final validation is achieved by checking it
against the actual speech of students.

(1957,

p.72)

Lado's statement directed the field to experimental
studies of actual learner errors,

which,

in turn,

revolt against contrastive analysis in the 1970s.
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caused the

Challenges

of

the

1970s

and Development

in the

1980s

The predictive power of contrastive analysis and the
belief of the relationship between first language and second
language of the preceding decades met serious challenges by
the 1970s.

Empirical research into learner errors began to

show that language differences do not always bring about
learning difficulties and that difficulties which do arise
are not always predicted by contrastive analysis.

The

significance of transfer was also questioned by researchers
who were struck by the similarities between first language
and second language acquisition.

Predictions made through

classical contrastive analysis were criticized as being
"predictive statements made without careful descriptive and
analytical studies of actual second language learners under
clearly specified conditions"

(Gass and Selinker,

1983,

p.2) .
In applying Lado's

(1957)

principle of checking

contrastive analysis predictions against actual second
language learners'

behavior,

many linguists tried to combine

theory with observations.
Moulton

(1962)

attempted a general statement

systematically adding behavioral observations to contrastive
statements. Moulton suggested for pedagogical purposes,

two

methods of analyzing second language pronunciation problems
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should be combined,
them,

namely:

1.

Listening to errors,

noting

and arranging them in an order especially designed for

learners;

2.

Analyzing the phonological structures of the

two languages,
differences,

noting the points of similarities and

and predicting errors on the basis of

differences.
Experimental research focused on studying actual
learner errors and tried to determine the types and causes
of errors.

Researchers began to take a closer look at

learner errors which occurred because of more than one
factor including first language interference,
overgeneralization,
strategies.

Corder

redundancy reduction and communicative
(1967)

also analyzed errors to find an

underlying system - an interlanguage,
be the learners'

which is believed to

approximations of the target language.

Corder regards this interlanguage as a separate linguistic
system in its own right,

one which is not governed by the

same rules of either the learner's first language or the
second language.

In other words,

the interlanguage is not an

imperfect system of the target language.

In this analysis,

learners were regarded as actively exploring learning
strategies such as using their first language and other
previous knowledge in acquiring new knowledge of a second or
additional languages.

This new role of learners is in

accordance with findings on general learning process in
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psychology research.

Language transfer thus

found its

psychological basis.
Classification of
Analysis)

learners'

errors

(known as Error

raised further questions about the worth of

contrastive analysis.

Some learner errors seem to arise from

other sources

transfer of

such as

overgeneralization.

training and

Generalization often involves

simplification rather than transfer,
Schuchardt

(1909/1980)

a premise which

suspected several decades earlier.

Error Analysis has done much to show the complexity of
second language acquisition.
problems.

However,

it has

its own

The same omission error may well be a case of

simplification with one second language learner,
of

transfer with another learner of a different

language background.

The challenge

but a case
first

for Error Analysis

is

in

deciding which category to assign a particular error to.
Transfer and simplification also interact sometimes.
from the problems with error analysis,

Apart

evidence of native

language

influence often emerged from the error analysis

studies.

Such evidence was

ignored or neglected in the

final

analysis of many such research findings.
Despite the issues raised on error analysis and the
evidence of

transfer in some such studies,

the credibility

of contrastive analysis had been seriously challenged in the
1970s.

Some scholars dismissed contrastive analysis as no
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predictive power at all and claimed that there is minimal
first language

interference in the second language

acquisition process
Dulay,

(Dulay and Burt,

Burt and Krashen,

1980;

Felix,

1980;

1982).

With the major shift occurred in linguistics and
psychology,

the

focus of research broadened from describing

the acquisition process and factors affecting language
learners

to attempting for an explanation as

to how

acquisition occurs and how learner factors

lead to

differential

individual

variations.

success among learners,
The broadening of

research findings

scope also extended to

in neighboring disciplines

psycholinguistics,
sociopsychology),

i.e.,

sociolinguistics
neurolinguistics,

cognitive development,

in an effort

comprehensive theoretical

acquisition process

is

(sometimes
physiology and human
to construct a

framework.

Scholars regarded common errors
overgeneralization as

such as

support

such as

for the proposal

essentially one of rule

that
formation.

Learners play an active role in forming and testing
hypothesis

in their effort to include target

language rules

from second language exposure or second language input.
The focus on learner's errors neglected learner's
actual

successes.

Besides,

avoiding the use of

learners were found sometimes

second language structures
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in

problematic areas.

Error analysis of the 1970s was

then

under criticism for not even accounting for all sources of
learner difficulty.
In an effort to overcome the criticism,
analysis was

introduced as a remedy.

formed utterances of
Research findings
developmental

performance

Errors as well as well-

learners were now being analyzed.

in acquisition order and other common

stages

in both first language and second

language acquisition provided reinforcement to the
observation that
languages

learners do not merely reshape their first

to conform to the second languages,

but rather

creatively construct the second language grammatical rules
through a process of gradual complexification.
From the evidence of developmental
scholars

(Dulay,

and Burt,

1980)

Burt,

and Krashen,

sequences,

1982;

Felix,

some

1980,

Dulay

concluded that the native language has

little influence on whether one target language structure
will be easier than another.

Transfer plays only a minimal

role in the acquisition of grammar.
first

With the development in

language acquisition and children second language

acquisition research,

an alternative approach to contrastive

analysis was proposed - The

"LI = L2"

hypothesis.

research showed that there are other factors

Their

in second

language acquisition which cannot be attributed to native
language influence.

Largely from their study of Spanish and
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Chinese,

Dulay and Burt

(1975)

mechanisms are the basis

for the child's organization of a

target language and that it is
(the target

language)

applied it

(1981)

the second language system

rather than the first language system

(the native language)
Krashen

saw that universal cognitive

that guides

and others

the acquisition process.

took this position and

to adult second language acquisition.

that this position is applicable,

at least in cases where

naturalistic acquisition takes place,
instruction plays

little,

acquisition by adults.

if any,

is rarely complete)

formal

Second language acquisition was

To these scholars,

second language success

i.e.,

role in second language

claimed to be essentially no different
acquisition.

He argued

from child language

frequent differences

in

(where second language acquisition

compared with first language acquisition

(where every child with normal capacity succeeds)
attributed to motivation,
learner's

environment,

the 1970s

is

were

anxiety about making mistakes,

and other factors.

the

The claim made in

thus exactly the opposite of Fries'

view in the

1950s.
While linguists

in preceding decades

vast differences between languages,

focused on the

scholars

today see the

similarities and become more and more interested in finding
language universals.

Whereas

the earlier generation of

linguists concentrated on the language environment and habit
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formation,

the new generation

and cognitive psychology
thought

and

language.

concentrated on
language
rules

for

Little

choose

theoretical

teaching.

transfer

and

have
its

application of

Despite
language

given

to

Language

scholars

in

explanations

in
the

the

1970s
in second

the

on

theories
left

their

findings

in

Not until

language

to

language

1970s,

second language
The

evidence

cognitive

focus

on

specific

depth

to

study

the

issues

raised

specific

a better understanding

of

influence

in

first

only

the

in

of

learning and

field.

Works

and the

instruction.

acquisition did not

in

to

language universals

the

emerge.

to

alone

own.

started rethinking
to

competence.

second language

everyone

language

in

linguistic

teachers were

challenges

influence

ability

capacity of human

non-transfer

applying

relationship

the

innate

formulating abstract grammatical

acquisition continued to

native

of

framework of

research

the

research

instructional methodologies

recent years,

to

creative

the

evidence

acquisition and
a

the

Much of

finding

attention was

language

for

looks

1980s
the

subsystems

convince

narrowed down

1970s

and went

in an attempt

in
to gain

the breadth and pervasiveness
on

the

second

language

to

of

acquisition

process.
Overwhelming
out

of

studies

findings.

evidence

of

language

and reexamination of

Language

transfer

is
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transfer

is

coming

earlier research

indeed a real

and central

phenomenon which must be considered in any full account of
the second language acquisition process.
indeed take place,
language are more
(Gass,

1983).

more importantly,

some aspects of

likely to be transferred than others

In the 1980s,

scholars set out to define when

transfer occurs and what exactly gets
to realize that

While transfer does

transferred.

language transfer must be put

Many come

into a broader

perspective than what had been previously recognized by
relating it

to the issues of

is possible and not

language universals

-

that it

incompatible to view second language

acquisition as a process of hypothesis
learners create bodies of knowledge

testing in which

from the second language

data available while at the same time viewing it as a
process of utilizing first

language knowledge as well as

knowledge of other languages known to the learners
creation of a learner language.
version of

in the

It became clear that some

the assumptions underlying contrastive hypotheses

together with the cognitive principles are acceptable.
These two perspectives are not mutually exclusive
Selinker,

1983) .

(Gass and

It became a focus of current research to

reconcile language transfer and a cognitive perspective,
particularly in reconciling language transfer and a
developmental perspective in second language acquisition.
The

focus of research turned to address one or both of

the questions as

to

"when transfer occurs"
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and "what gets

transferred"

in the 1980s.

Various constraints on transfer

were identified and conditions under which transfer occurs
and the environments

for transfer of certain elements were

specified.

Current Issues
In recent years,

scholars continue to conduct research

and reanalyze past research findings
refine research procedures

to clarify issues and

in order to achieve high validity

and better understanding of the process and the effects of
language transfer in second language acquisition.
In searching for a reconciliation of
with language universals,
1992;

Schachter,

Homburg,

1983;

1989;

Zobl,

researchers

Corder,

1982)

1983;

language transfer

(Gass and Selinker,
Broselow,

1983,

now look for evidence to

determine the relative contribution of both factors
acquisition process.
researchers

(Schachter,

1989;

Jordens,
learners'

dependent on the complexity of

the

according to markedness principles.
their cognitive abilities

1980;

White,

interlanguage is

first language structures
Non-native speakers use

Processes

second

language learners use differ in many and varied ways
that of native speakers.

1985)

in a creative way to work out

hypotheses about grammatical rules.

form rules,

to the

In interlanguage development research,

find that the development of

speakers

Ard and

In other words,

the non-native

try to work them out,
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from

and change the

rules

if they prove

inadequate.

The studies also show how

acquisition of a specific grammar item in the learning
process undergoes a series of

transitional

stages as

learners acquire more knowledge of the target
each stage,

the non-native speakers are

language system that

is different

the

language.

At

in control of a

from either the first or

the second language.
Interlingual
learners about the
two

languages,

is

identification,

the judgment made by

identity or similarity of structures
the psychological basis

occurs any time an individual perceives
languages

for transfer.

structures

to be identical or at least similar.

to dissimilation.

It is

Interlingual

Learner

language distance poses another great

challenge to second language acquisition researchers.
also has

important

implications

instruction for adult

for second language

language

learners

migration-history of the family,

schooling and a subject's progress
situation all

It

learners.

Biographical aspects of
life-history,

but

something not to be

predicted in a simplistic contrastive analysis.
perception on the

It

in two

identification promotes cross-linguistic assimilation,
also leads

in

should be part of

such as early
general

in school and present

the investigation for

understanding the process of second language acquisition
(Bliss,

1977;

de Freine,

1977),
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particularly for adult

literacy learners.
themselves

Additional

to the attitude of

learners

toward the target language and its environment,

research shows

that the attitude of native speakers

in the

surrounding community toward the learners must also be
seriously taken into account;

needless

to say,

this such

attitude and environment are also vitally important
learners'

in

classrooms.

Language Transfer:
An Overview of Research Findings

Extensive research on first

language influence in

second language learning and acquisition in the past few
decades has greatly enhanced our knowledge and understanding
of

the second language acquisition process.

the research findings
indicates

in the specific areas clearly

this progress and the implications

instruction.

An overview of

in language

It will also show the direction where more

studies are needed,

and how language teachers could benefit.

Phonetics and Phonology

Phonetics and phonology are the least controversial
aspect of

linguistics

in which language transfer is

considered more obvious.

Native language phonetics and

phonology are commonly perceived as having powerful
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influences on second language pronunciation,

because even

untrained ears could detect a foreign accent.
analysis

Contrastive

is quite common in support of predictions of

learner errors.

Learners were

found to make interlingual

identification where there was any resemblance between
sounds

in both languages.

The judgments of equivalence by

learners were

found to be based on acoustic properties of

sounds

first and the second language as well as on

in the

the similarity of cognate forms

(Odlin,

1989) .

Scole

(1968)

found that second language speakers categorize foreign
language vowels
of

largely in terms of the phonemic

the first language.

The major differences

inventories can cause perceptual confusions
second language,

but the

inventory

in phonetic
in learning the

first language phonemic

inventory

does not impede perception of second language sounds,
individuals can and do recognize
Hammond,

1982;

show success

Ioup,

1984).

foreign sounds

Second language

i.e.,

(Flege and

learners often

in attaining pronunciations gradually closer to

the target language norms even though individuals differ in
their perceptions of

the second language sounds.

sensitivity is necessary to overcome most of
influences of phonological patterns
Broselow
a basis

(1988)

Phonetic

the inhibiting

in the native language.

used contrastive analysis hypothesis as

for investigating transfer of phonological

He was convinced that a more sophisticated analysis
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features.

involving underlying forms can lead to correct predictions
about second language behavior.

According to Broselow

(1988)

transfer does not occur when the target language violates
universal principles.
treatment of
them.

His data suggested a differential

the phonological rules based on constraints on

The differential

learner's output

treatment serves

to bring the

into conformity with independently

established restrictions on possible syllable structures.
This process results
Broselow's
that

(1988)

in a more systematic

finding relates

interlanguage.

to Kellerman's

statement

"language transfer is promoted in cases where the

product results
interlanguage"

in a more systematic,
(Gass,

explicit,

and logical

1979).

Segmental phonetics and phonological differences
between the

first

language and the second language have

important consequences

for perception and comprehension.

most salient consequence is
result

the production errors

in divergence from the target

patterns

(Moulton,

1962a;

Odlin,

Superasegmental patterns,
rhythm,

1989).
stress,

It was

found to be the

important cause of unintelligibility of

certain dialect of a language
Tiffin,

1974).

Cognate

tone and

Stress plays a crucial role

in listener's recognition of words.
most

that

language pronunciation

such as

were also being studied.

The

(Cutler,

1984;

speakers of
Bansal,

1976;

forms might not be recognizable when
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listeners do not take into account differences in stress
patterns

(Andrews,

1984).

Tone and intonation cause

considerable difficulty in learning and using tones of a
second language
Broselow,

(Gandour and Harshman,

Hurtig and Ringen,

1987;

1978;

Leung,

Chiang,

1979;

1978).

Similarity in the superasegmental patterns of two
languages can give a learner important advantages in
learning the syntax of the target language.

Similarity and

dissimilarity in intonation patterns also affect production
in other ways
1978;

(Brazil,

Keller-Cohen,

Coulthand and Jones,

1979).

1980;

Bolinger,

Learners risk offending native

speakers and other listners simply by using intonation
patterns that signal one emotional state in the native
language and a different one in the target language
1981;

Loveday,

1982b).

The effect of superasegmental
may be relatively unimportant.
sound foreign,

(Kasper,

(or segmental)

transfer

Second language speakers may

but they may still be able to communicate

fluently and accurately,

in other words,

successfully in

most encounters with native speakers of the second language
(Odlin,

1989),

especially,

when communication is the main

purpose of learning a second language.
During the last decade researchers found a rough
correlation between the frequency of a sound and its degree
of difficulty for adult second language learners.
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Frequency

of phonological rules and the syllable structure were also
clues to the relative degree of difficulty in acquiring
these structures
Benson,

1986;

(Maddieson,

Greenberg,

1984;

Eckman,

1981a,

1981b;

1965).

Acquisition of sound patterns involves developmental
factors as well.

Transfer and developmental factors may

affect learners7

pronunciation in different ways.

It was

found that developmental influences are common in learning
fricatives and transfer influence is common in learning
vowels.

While transfer is more evident in earlier stages of

acquisition,

developmental influences do not appear until

learners have made considerable progress
1987).

(Hecht and Mulford,

The findings are similar to findings in syntactic

acquisition.

Evidence of native language influence as an

important factor in the acquisition of target phonetics and
phonology is found in specific pronunciation contrasts and
overall accuracy of pronunciation in different native
language speakers. Whatever proves difficult for native
speakers also proves difficult for second language learners.
As with syntax and other subsystems of language,

transfer is

not the only factor influencing second language phonological
acquisition.

Typological and universal factors sometimes

operate independently and sometimes in conjunction with
transfer.
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Syntax

Researchers saw positive transfer in articles and other
syntactic structures,

negative transfer in verb phrases,

both types of transfer in studies of word order,
clauses and negations.

and

relative

Transfer interacts with other factors

in the acquisition of second language syntax

(Odlin,

1989).

Acquisition of second language word order is influenced
by language universals.

This influence can be seen in the

similarities among children learning a second language.
early stages of L2 acquisition,

In

children prefer a rigid word

order regardless whether word order is rigid in either the
native language or the target language.

Some studies found

rigid word order is helpful in comprehension and production
of the second language by younger children.

Some studies

found native speakers of a language with rigid word order
make fewer errors than do speakers of a language with
flexible word order
1986).

(Granforts and Palmberg,

1976;

Trevise,

The rigidity of word order is advantageous because it

simplifies language processing routines

(Pienemann,

1981) .

Learners also show heavy reliance on topic-comment
(subject-predicate)
acquisition.

patterning in early stages of

The similarities in learners' word order

patterns reflect universal principles of topic continuity
(Givon,1984b;

Huebner,1983;

Klein,1986).
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Despite the seeming

universality in the acquisition of word order,

the

development of basic word order was found can and sometimes
does proceed differently in first and second language
acquisition. Many errors made in cases where basic word
orders of the two languages differ,
terms of negative transfer
Meisel,

can be explained in

(Bickerton and Givon,

Clahsen and Pienemann,

1976;

1981). An inverse relation

between transfer and proficiency was found in the studies
that shows transfer-based preferences are especially evident
among less proficient speakers of the target language.
Individual linguistic awareness and an array of
structural and non-structural factors may also affect the
prediction of difficulty in word order acquisition
1987).

(Odlin,

Some errors were a result of an interaction of

transfer and syntactic overgeneralization

(Andersen,

1979).

The primary branching direction of a language strongly
influences the development of complex syntax in relative
clauses

(Kuno,

1974),

in what being first used and how

successful the learner is in using them. When two languages
differ in branching direction,

the acquisition of complex

syntax is more difficult and causes underproduction

(Flynn,

1984) .
Learners use avoidance strategies
1979;

Gass and Ard,

1984)

(Schachter and Hart,

when they encounter patterns they

are not familiar with. While embedded sentences cause
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difficulty for second language learners,

children's ability

to interpret relative clauses in their native language is
not affected

(Sheldon,

1977).

Some negation studies showed developmental sequences
similar in both first and second language acquisition,
some individual differences

(Odlin,

1989).

with

Preverbal

negation was preferred by some learners at an early stage of
syntactic development,

even though neither native language

nor target language uses preverbal negation
Shumann,

1979;

Wode,

1981,

1983a).

(Ravem,

1968;

Others show important

differences relating to transfer in the development of
negation by children learning second language and children
learning their native language.

Lexicon and Semantics

The study of semantics,

which concerns the meaning in

statements and the meaning in words,
discussion of language and thought.

is fundamental to
While similarities in

logical analysis and human reasoning cross cultures and
languages indicate universals in cognition
Hutchins,

1981),

(Hamill,

1978;

cross-linguistic differences in structure

sometimes reflect differences in thinking.
education that children receive

Forms of

(Scribner and Cole,

1981)

and linguistic variations are seen as sources of crosscultural differences in cognition
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(Whorf,

1956).

Language

may have an important
grammatical gender
1981).

influence on cognition,

(Guiora and Acton,

In some cases,

cultural

discourage certain types of
structural

1979;

e.g.,

Clake et at.,

traditions encourage or

thinking,

and in return,

characteristics of the language may reinforce

those cultural patterns.

Researchers noted that the syntax

of English hypothetical and counterfactual statements
exceptionally difficult
1981;

the

for Chinese L2

Celco-Murcia and Larson-Freeman,

learners
1983).

difficulties are related to the complexity of
language system,

is

(Bloom,

Some of

these

the English

and some are related to differences between

expressing certain concepts and meaning making in English
and in other languages.
In the study of
(Sjoholm,

1976;

look-likes

lexicon acquisition,

Ard and Homburg,

1983)

in interlanguage production,

researchers

looked into not only
but also different

learning patterns among learners of different native
languages.

Significant differences were

between different

language groups,

found in results

even in cases where there

were no overt similarities between either language and the
target

language in question.

Responses of

speakers of a

closely related language were more accurate in lexicon tests
in the second language than the responses
non-related language.
that native

from speakers of a

The Ard and Homburg study concluded

language plays a more subtle role than what
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is

generally recognized.

The study also indicated that language

distance based on formal similarities and differences was a
factor influencing lexicon transfer.
transferability of

lexicon,

interacting factors
perception of

In a study on

Kellerman

(1983)

in language transfer:

the nature of

suggested two

learner's

the second language,

and their

perceived degree of markedness of a first language
structure.

Transferability,

a relative notion in Kellerman,

depends on the perceived distance between the LI and the L2
and the structural organization of the learner's
language

(see also Adjemian,

constantly changes as
target

language.

1983).

first

Perceived distance

the learner acquires more of the

Kellerman

(1983)

found definite constraints

on transfer well beyond mere similarity and dissimilarity of
the languages

in question.

active participants

For Kellerman,

learners,

in the learning process,

ultimate determiner as

act as

as
the

to what can and cannot be

transferred.
Lexical

similarities

in two languages can greatly

influence comprehension and production of a second language.
Cognates provide learners with not only semantic
but also morphological and syntactical
the

information may mislead learners

1986;

Adjemian,

the target

1983),

language.

cues.

(Holmes,

information

While some of
1977;

Ringbom,

some can facilitate acquisition of

The advantage of having a first
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language closely related to the target language with large
numbers of cognates was

found to be far beyond vocabulary

and reading comprehension of second language texts.
potential

The

from the head start provided to the learner may

well affect the acquisition of several other aspects of the
target language

(Sweet,1972;

Odlin,1989).

Writing Systems

In the study of writing systems,

the relation between

pronunciation and writing was examined.

Some claimed that

misspelling was not a result from native language
orthography,

but

from native language pronunciation.

It was

believed that even in learners who are non-literate in the
native language,

native language still has

influences on

their second language literacy acquisition.

Writing involves

encoding and decoding the symbols used in a writing system.
It

involves

literate,

individual

symbols and systems of symbols.

in an alphabetic

system,

one must recognize the

correspondence between letters and phonemes;
system,

To be

in a syllabic

one must recognize correspondences between written

symbols and syllables;

and in an ideographic

system,

one

must recognize the correspondences between written symbols
and morphemes

(Odlin,

1989) .

Pedagogical practice and textbooks
learners reflects

for second language

that the more similar the writing systems
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of two languages,

the less time learners need to develop

basic encoding and decoding skills. An accepted assumption
is that learners begin their mastery of the new alphabet on
the basis of the similarities of the two writing systems
(Lukafela et al.,

1978) .

Similarities reduce considerably

the time needed to become literate in the target language.
A word of caution here:

native language spelling conventions

sometimes lead to misspelling of cognates,
negative transfer

(Oiler and Ziahosseiny,

thus causing
1970;

Ibrahim,

1978) .

In summary,

considerable progress in the study of

transfer has been made during the last several decades; yet
controversies still exist.

Findings of transfer research

should be interpreted cautiously. A thorough understanding
of transfer must take into account of findings in other
areas of linguistics.

Nevertheless,

the growth of empirical

record in the field leads many linguists confidently believe
many or most of the current findings in transfer will be
confirmed through the accumulation of better and more
detailed information in future studies.
Transfer occurs in all linguistic subsystems. Much of
the skepticism about transfer to date has been in the areas
of morphology and syntax.

There is little controversy with

regard to native language influences in phonetics,
and lexical semantics.

phonology

Transfer in morphology and syntax
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sometimes interact with influences from discourse,
and other subsystems.

lexicon

Transfer evidence comes from studies

in classroom settings and in naturalistic studies of
individuals.
Language distance - similarity and dissimilarity
between language structures,

as well as learner-perceived

distance - affects transfer. While similarity between
languages can cause learner errors in false cognates
meaning and spelling),
important advantages,

(e.g.,

similarity often proves to confer
as witnessed in the relative ease by

speakers of closely related languages in acquiring the
second language vocabulary and in the shorter time needed
for them to become highly proficient in the second language.
In some common language patterns,

as illustrated in

preverbal negation or resumptive pronouns in relative
clauses,

transfer is much more likely to occur and to

persist.

Transfer of unusual structures such as preposition

stranding in relative clauses seems less likely to occur
compared with the common types noted earlier.
A host of non-structural factors affect transfer as
well.

Individual differences in language proficiency,

literacy,

and linguistic awareness,

can increase or decrease

the likelihood and probability of transfer.

Demographic and

other social factors can make transfer in some settings more
or less likely.
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Evidence from the studies certainly suggests very
important transfer effects on the acquisition of second
languages.

Social conditions favorable for transfer lead to

maximum possible impact. Where classroom or other social
situations are not especially conducive to cross-linguistic
influence,

transfer can affect the acquisition patterns of

distinct groups of learners.
In light of the psychology of learning,

language

transfer involves the use of old knowledge in new
situations.

In this respect,

transfer is a common phenomenon

in second language acquisition and in first language
acquisition of children.
Even though the ability of second language learners
using first language knowledge and children's ability to use
old forms and functions in new contexts
adjustments to social situations)
psychological mechanisms,

(with appropriate

may constitute similar

the knowledge base available to

first and second language learners has fundamental
differences.

The knowledge base in monolingual contexts,

including child language acquisition,

is much smaller than

the knowledge base available in bilingual
multilingual)

contexts,

(not to say

simply because bilinguals can draw

on not one but two languages. Adults and older children have
tremendous advantages in achieving a useful knowledge of
another language and become a competent reader in the new
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language in a rather short time even though second language
acquisition does not always achieve a native-speaker
proficiency as children do.
stages,

In the initial acquisition

the time difference is highly significant. Well

motivated and prepared adults could gain reading
comprehension in a second language in a year or so,

whereas

it usually takes children about four years to achieve the
same level of competence.
While research findings suggest that transfer is a
reality in second language acquisition,

there is still no

consensus as to just how important cross-linguistic
influences are. As Ellis stated,

while the native language

of a learner is an important determinant of second language
acquisition,

the native language

is not the only determinant,
the most important.

however,

and may not be

But it is theoretically unsound to

attempt a precise specification of its contribution or
even try to compare its contribution with that of other
factors.

(1985,

p.40)

This assessment no doubt reflects the views of many second
language researchers.
In conclusion,

further research on social context,

subsystem interactions,

bidirectionality,

non-European languages,

child bilingualism and longitudinal

comparisons,

acquisition of

is needed to clarify remaining uncertainty

toward transfer,

to provide new information and insights for
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a fuller understanding of second language acquisition,

and

to provide guiding principles for second language
instruction.

Ll Influence:

Research on Chinese ESOL Learners

Numerous research has been done concerning the Chinese
ESOL learners in the acquisition processes of different
language aspects.
Research on the difficulties of Chinese speakers
learning the English sound system began with contrastive
analysis and audiolingualism
Shen

(1949,

1955,

1956-7,

(Reed,

1959)

Lado & Shen,

1948).

conducted a series of

contrastive studies concerning Mandarin speakers' problems
in acquiring the English phonemics,
problems related to pronunciation.
the contrastive tradition,
(1969)

intonation,
In the 1960s,

Saunders

(1962,

1963)

and other
following
and Hart

investigated speakers of Southern Chinese dialects

(Cantonese,
countries.

Hokkien/Amoy,
Tiee(1969)

and Hakka)

in Southeast Asian

studied syllabic structures with

Mandarin speakers.
Sampson

(1971)

and Tarone

(1976)

conducted empirical

studies with Chinese learners in an attempt to identify
universal phonological processing strategies and tried to
explain errors made by their Chinese subjects in non¬
transfer terms.

Their studies gained very limited success.
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Anderson

(1982,

1983)

continued contrastive studies on

Mandarin and Amoy speakers on syllabic structures.
study,

In his

he included a more general survey of pronunciation

difficulties by Chen

(1976).

Chen studied subjects who spoke

Mandarin in addition to a Southern Chinese dialect.
Koh's study

(1976)

Han and

focused on aural discrimination

difficulties of Chinese speakers

(Cantonese and Hokkien)

which also touched upon pronunciation difficulties by the
subj ects.
Some common problem areas are noted by many researchers
who used Chinese subjects.
consonant deletion,

These common areas include:

final

consonant cluster simplification

(especially in word-final position),

vowel simplification,

unreduced vowels in unstressed syllables,

and epenthesis.

Substitution of individual segmental phonemes and difficulty
with voicing and aspiration varied according to the native
dialect of the learners.
From existing research,

contrastive analysis seems to

be useful in studying the aural discrimination and oral
production difficulties of Chinese learners of English.

A

contrastive approach is especially useful if the effort
adopts an empirical,

systematic,

learner-centered,

and

performance-based approach.
Tucker

(1969)

hypothesized that a Cantonese learner of

English may be "predisposed"

to hear several English words
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as

the same words pronounced with different intonation

patterns due
properties;

to the influence of
the learner

"attends

the Chinese tonal
to the tone and stress of

each word in a sentence and finds

it difficult to learn to

attend to the sentence intonation patterns"
(Tucker,

1969,

p.45).

similar suggestion.
(

1995),

Han and Koh

(1976,

in English

p.54)

made a

In a recent experimental study by Munro

the researcher assigned sentence and narrative

utterances produced by Mandarin-speaking learners of English
to untrained native English speakers

to score on

unintelligible speech and foreign accent.
that could be considered segmental
judgment.

The results

suggest

He found little

information in their

that untrained listeners

identified foreign-accented speech on the basis of nonsegmental

information alone

other languages has

(Munron,

found that errors

1995).

Research in

in stress and

intonation are more likely to be perceived as more serious
than errors
been done so
tonal

in segmental production,

but

little work has

far on the possible effects of

the Chinese

system on the learning of English intonation.
Phonetics and phonology are the least controversial

aspect

in which language transfer is considered more

obvious.

There is a common conviction that native language

phonetics and phonology have powerful

influences on second

language pronunciation because accents are so obvious even
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to the untrained ears.

Contrastive analysis

in support of predictions of

learner errors.

sensitivity is necessary to overcome most of
influences of phonological patterns

addressed to teachers,
English,

(or parts of

mostly

and mostly dealing with written

first

explaining their difficulties

language influence

Wong 1978;
intention,

the

that Chinese learners have with English

morphology and syntax,
terms of

These papers,

tried to give a more or less general account of

common difficulties

scope,

the inhibiting

have dealt with morphological and syntactical

acquisition by Chinese learners.

1976-7;

Phonetic

in the native language.

A number of non-quantitative papers
papers)

is quite common

Tan 1978).

(Lay 1975;

in

Mckay 1975;

Lee

The authors varied in the

accuracy and in their knowledge of the

Chinese language in their studies;

nonetheless,

all agreed

that the uninflected nature of Chinese has a profound effect
on the learning of English,
The errors

a moderately inflected language.

from the above studies can be attested to by many

experienced teachers.
Ho

(1973)

adopted an approach in his

Chinese speakers'

errors

study of Singapore

in written English,

in which a

collection of errors were organized by frequency of
occurrence within established grammatical categories.
same approach was used in Chen's

(1979)

error analysis of

compositions written by Chinese college students
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The

in Taiwan.

Findings
points,

from the two studies
e.g.,

showed agreement on some

both researchers

the most serious

(20% of

found verb form errors

the total number of errors).

There were a few studies on the WH-movements
1979;

Huang,

1982a;

by Chinese adult

Li,

1992)

learners.

language learners of

to be

(Gass

in relative clause acquisition

Gass

investigated 17

9 different

second

first language backgrounds.

A small number of Chinese learners were included in the
study.

Two tasks were used:

sentence combining task.

an acceptability task and a

Data was

scored based on mistakes

with case marking on the relative pronouns,
omission of resumptive pronouns.

and retention or

Variables were then ranked

from easiest

to most difficult.

Subjects were tested 6

in 4 months.

No changes emerged during the study period.

conclusion from the study stated that
transferability of

times
The

"the likelihood of

linguistic phenomena must take into

account both target language facts and rules of universal
grammar."

There was no specific discussion about the Chinese

learners.

Results

from the study represent an order of

difficulty rather than a sequence of acquisition,
was based on success rates
out at one point of

in a single-moment study carried

time.

Other syntactic and morphological
Chinese learners
(1991)

because it

include Lakshmanan

studies concerning

(1991)

and Hilles'

research in pro-drop languages and inflectional
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morphology.
in

the

Chinese,

theoretical

"rich"

being a pro-drop

hypothesis

that

English morphology,
assigned

to

the

inf lected

(1986)

focused on

College

translation of
Hierarchical

there

the

of
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order

and common

data

an order

of

to

errors was

other

first

share

tentative hierarchy:

questions precedes
precedes

the

types

errors,

the

learning

the use

learners'

of

His

study

(yes/no,
7

wh-

structural

English.

for Chinese

the

of whether
learners

failure

The results

learning of yes/no

of wh-

to

questions,

invert

"do"

and

which

Two major

and confusion
"be,"

in English question
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and

steps with ESOL

alternative questions.

auxiliaries

maturity

into

language backgrounds.

of

learners

tested on a rapid

transitional

learning

i.e.,

into

the questions

difficulty

learners

Chinese

transitional patterns were

answer

reveal

with

of

structures.

categorized

Chinese questions

of

between

learning

English questions

in China were

learners

of

cause

interrogative

classes

students

whether Chinese

a

(1988),

in

about

language and Chinese being a non-

and embedded),

from the
is

have

investigated the patterns

4 major

alternative,

sought

in Wong

fit

languages have

some discussions

learners

not

difference between English being a

English acquiring

types.

In

does

language.

Chen

,

Chinese

as

moderately inflected

of

that pro-drop

inflectional morphology.

the difficulties

language,

are

forms.

associated
It

is

hypothesized
an

index

that

the development

for Chinese

also

found some

that

Chinese

processes

of

learning English questions.

additional patterns.

ESOL

similar

inversion could provide

The

findings

The

suggest

learners

undergo question-learning

to

of

those

ESOL

learners

study

from other

first

language backgrounds.
Yuan
Chinese,
because

(1994)
Japanese

the

and Korean

English reflexives

reflexives
of

studied

in

the

learners.

share

the

above mentioned

English reflexives

a valid test

acquisition of

by the

for parameter

He

same

reflexives by

demonstrated that
setting as phrasal

languages,

three groups

resetting

in

the

of

acquisition

learners

is

not

second language

learning.
Research on Chinese
first

language

influence

inconclusive;

however,

are needed

explore

to

it

learners
in

of

second

indicates

English

language
further

the many territories
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in regard to
acquisition

is

investigations
so

far untouched.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY

Design of

Study

The study was designed to examine the language issues
of

first

language

influence in second language acquisition

from a different perspective
to researchers'
test results

-

to add learners'

perceptions

analysis and interpretation of experimental

in understanding the second language

acquisition process and other related language issues
confronting urban adult second language learners.
The research was a cross-sectional

study of

learner-

perceived Chinese influence in learning English phonology,
grammar,

lexicon/morphology and the writing system.

A survey

questionnaire was designed to elicit both quantitative and
qualitative empirical data from adult Chinese learners on
their perception of

first

language influence

in second

language acquisition.
The survey required participants

to examine their own

second language learning experiences retrospectively and/or
introspectively in responding to the questions.
A blanket survey was conducted among approximately 225
Chinese learners
(AESL)

program,

in the Adult English as a Second Language
at Quincy School Community Council
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- a

large,

classroom-based urban adult learning center,

Chinatown,

in

Boston.

Participation in the survey was entirely voluntary.
All

individual responses were confidential.

was

reported.

of

Only group data

Program staff assisted in the administration

the survey.
Results of

participants,

this

study will be made available to

the program and other interested parties upon

request.

Background Information:

Site and Subjects

Quincy School Community Council

(QSCC)

is a non-profit

community based organization established in 1969 by
concerned residents of
district

the Johsia Quincy Elementary School

(covering Chinatown,

the surrounding areas

South Cove,

in Boston).

the elementary school building,
house the public
administers

The South End,

The Council

is hosted in

a large compound designed to

school and a community center.

QSCC

the community school and other human services

and recreational programs

for the community at

large.

The QSCC Adult English as a Second Language
program started in 1975 with 2
Instruction was provided 3
has

teachers and 60

days a week.

expanded to a comprehensive,

providing 3

and

learners.
the program

year-round program,

levels of ESOL classes
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Today,

(AESL)

(covering SPL levels

0-

6),

tutoring,

counseling and advocacy services

Chinese-speaking .newcomers
(1.5-2 hour sessions)
times

late afternoon,

in English and Chinese at the

(Student Performance Level)

to class

and evening hours)

to attend classes before or after work.

Instruction is bilingual
SPL

Classroom instruction

is provided 4 days a week at different

(early afternoon,

for learners

every year.

to over 400

levels

1 and 2).

levels

0

to 5

(corresponding

The curriculum was developed by

center staff and is constantly being revised and adapted by
teachers

for their individual classes.

practical

topics of daily survival

progression deemed appropriate
SPL 6

(class

level

3)

is

The curriculum covers

skills and grammar

for Chinese native speakers.
taught in English only and

focuses on English skills needed for learners

to enter

educational and vocational

Citizenship

education is also part of

training programs.

the curriculum at this

In addition to classroom instruction,
volunteer tutoring programs:
Tutoring Program,
Program.

and the TAG

level.

AESL runs 2

the ESL and Citizenship
(Take And Give)

Peer Tutoring

The tutoring programs provide supplementary

individual

instruction one-on-one or in small groups.

The ESL and Citizenship Tutoring program coordinator
recruits,

trains,

places and supervises native English

speaking volunteer tutors
and beyond.

to work with learners at SPL 2-6

Learners are referred to the tutoring program
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either by classroom teachers or by counselors at
registration and .intake or from the waiting list.
The TAG program is a peer tutoring program.
coordinator recruits,

trains,

volunteers who are graduates
programs,
Chinese,

or residents of

The TAG

places and supervises
from the QSCC classroom

the Chinese community who speak

to work with learners registered at QSCC on the

waiting list who are at absolute level
English at all.

0,

i.e.,

with no

The TAG tutors work with learners using a

series of bilingual Chinese English video-taped lessons
prepare them for entering beginning level classes.
purpose of both tutoring programs
overwhelmingly long waiting list
the past
meet

is

to

The

to reduce the

(averaged over 1,000

few years and 300 new registrants annually),

the growing need for ESOL services

for
and to

in the community

while maintaining program quality.
The AESL program has been funded by the Massachusetts
Department of Education for many years.
fiscal year,

During the 1994-1995

QSCC served over 400 Chinese speaking adult

learners out of

the total of

the 695

identified in the

program profiles within the Massachusetts adult education
system.

In the past

retention rate of

five years,

the program maintained a

80%.

The target population of
adult ethnic Chinese

the QSCC AESL program are

from China,
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Hong Kong,

Taiwan or other

Southeast Asian countries with low-level or no English
skills15,000

The number of Asian Americans
to 30,000 between 1980 and 1990

In Massachusetts,
rate of

5%,

the

in Boston doubled from
(1990 census data).

this population is growing at an annual

largest increase of any racial or ethnic

group in the state.

Sixty-five percent of

population in Boston have

less

the Asian American

than a 6th grade education in

their native language.
According to the 1994 Chinatown Community Assessment
Report:
The poverty rate of Chinatown residents
in other words,

is 28%,

or

10% higher than the city average;

65% of Chinatown residents have not completed high
school;
32.5% do not speak English well or can not speak at
all;
Unemployment rate in the Chinatown industry reached
25% during the summer of

1994.

The need to learn English is nowhere more apparent
Chinatown,

where 66% of

compared with 33%
Most of
Chinatown,

than in

the residents were born abroad

for the city as a whole.

the learners

South Cove,

in the program are residents of

and the South End.

other Boston neighborhoods,

Many are

from

and some are from Boston's

immediate suburbs.
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Instrument:

Survey Forms

The survey consisted of eight sections.
asked the respondents

Sections

1

to 4

to indicate the degree of negative or

positive Chinese influence in learning different aspects of
the English language.
01234)

A scale containing 9 numbers

correlated with words

(4321

"negative influence - no

influence - positive influence" was associated with each
item.

Respondents chose a number which best represents

perception of Chinese influence
items.

On the scale,

a

"0"

for each of the listed

indicates no influence,

neither positive nor negative influence exists.
indicates

that one kind of

In other words,
scale,

influence

is

right end,
influence
The
that,

that negative Chinese

indicates

by choosing

"4"

on the

that positive Chinese

the strongest degree.

four numbers on the

relatively speaking,

stronger.

A "4"

on the left end of the

Similarly,

the respondent
is of

"4"

indicates

strongest.

i.e.,

influence is of strongest degree.

by choosing

the respondent

left side of

the scale indicate

negative Chinese influence is

The numbers on the right serve the same purpose

for positive influence as perceived by the respondents.
choosing numbers other than

"0",

respondents

By choosing a number on the
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By

indicate the

relative degree of negative or positive influence as
perceive.

their

left side of

they

the

scale,

respondents are not necessarily indicating that

positive

influence does not exist,

but rather the influence

is perceived as being tipped toward the negative side.
As was noted earlier,
respondents

these

four sections ask the

for their perceptions on the positive and

negative Chinese influences
language aspects

in English.

in their learning of specific
Section 1 solicits

learner

perceived relative importance of Chinese influence in
learning phonology.
phonemes

(vowels,

(syllables,

Included in this

consonants),

combinations of sounds

sound combinations),

superasegmental

elements

section are single

multi-syllabics

(words)

(stress and intonation).

Section 2 deals with grammatical categories,
English phrases,
types of

word order,

sentences,

Section 3

and

sentence patterns,

covering

different

verb tenses and aspects.

gathers

information on Chinese influence in

learning English lexicon and morphology.
vocabulary acquisition,

word formation

Items

include

(affixation)

and

inflected forms.
Section 4 asks

for responses

to learning the English

writing system at the literacy levels.

It consists of

learning to write in the English alphabet,

spelling,

and

punctuation.
Following each section,

the survey asks

to explain their ratings by using examples.
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the respondents
The explanations

given in this part generate qualitative data in addition to
the statistics from the ratings.

The examples generate the

most salient linguistic factors that influence second
language acquisition by Chinese learners from the
respondents'

point of view.

Section 5 and Section 6 investigate the perceived
degree of Chinese influence in learning the four basic
literacy skills and the degree of difficulty in acquiring
them.

Section 5 items are measured by the same scale as in

the previous four sections.

A scale of 1 to 5 is used in

Section 6 to record responses to each item,

"5" being most

difficult and "1" being least difficult.
Section 7 is an open-ended question asking respondents
to comment on their responses to the six sections above,
the items they think most significant.
provide insight into respondents'

on

These comments

personal point of view and

their perceptions on the language issues in the urban
Chinese learning community.
The last section,

Section 8,

consists of demographic

variables relevant to data analysis and discussions in this
study.

These variables include age,

dialects,

knowledge of Pinyin

transcripts),

Chinese

(the Chinese phonetic

years of schooling in Chinese,

learning English,
States.

gender,

years of

and years of residence in the United

Each item of the demographic information corresponds
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to one or more educational,

cultural or social affective

factors that are _.not being investigated in this study,

but

important for a full understanding of the L2 acquisition
process.

These data will enable the researcher and others to

generate comparative analysis among subgroups on the issues
discussed in this study and beyond.
The survey forms were provided in both English and
Chinese.

The English version was distributed to teachers for

their reference throughout the administration of the survey.
Chinese forms were used with learners because some of the
learners are still at the very beginning levels of English
proficiency and may not be able to read and understand the
English version with linguistic terms.
A pilot study was conducted before the survey was
finalized with bilingual teachers and adult ESOL learners
with similar background.

The specific items in the survey

were chosen based on studies of Chinese ESOL learners and
input from teachers who have been working with Chinese
communities for many years.

The survey was refined after the

pilot study to include comments and suggestions made during
the piloting process.
Also,

at the suggestion of the participants in the

pilot study,

the Chinese translation tried to use terms as

close as possible to those being commonly used in the ESOL
classrooms with concentrated Chinese adult learners.
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Survey Administration

The survey was administered at the Quincy School
Community Council Adult ESL program in Boston's Chinatown
from January 30 to February 11,

1997.

The researcher met

with the teachers in early January and discussed the survey
administration.

It was agreed that the researcher should be

on site for each class in order to achieve consistency in
explanations to respondents.

The teachers planned for class

time for the researcher's observation before the survey
forms were distributed.

The researcher collected the

finished forms at the end of each designated class time,

and

teachers collected the forms from respondents who did not
finish by the end of the class time.

Teachers returned the

completed survey forms to the researcher within a set
timeline.
The study chose to conduct a blanket survey of all
Chinese learners in the center.

About 225 copies of the

survey forms were distributed to 15 classes.

Students who

were present on the day each class was surveyed all
participated.
returned,

A total of 110 copies of the survey forms were

with a return rate of 48%,

which exceeded the 35%

expected minimum needed to accomplish the goal of the study.
All returned forms were noted by class levels.
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A cover letter was attached to the survey forms which
explained the purpose of the study and informed participants
about the voluntary nature,
the participation.

their rights to withdraw from

The letter also stated that there is no

prejudice against anyone who decides not to participate,

and

extended gratitude for their assistance and cooperation.

Data Analysis

Data from all returned survey forms was coded and
entered into the SPSS database.

The face value of "0" was

assigned to "no influence;" positive numbers were used for
"positive influence" because they are on the right side of
"0"

(1 = some positive influence,

influence,

2 = substantial positive

3 = strong positive influence and 4 = very strong

positive influence);

negative numbers were given to

"negative influence" because they are on the left side of
"0" on the scale

(-1 = some negative influence,

substantial negative influence,
influence,

-2 =

-3 = strong negative

and -4 = very strong negative influence).

The

relative importance of each variable in the survey questions
was calculated in frequency,

mean,

standard deviation and

percentage. Where there was missing value,

"valid

percentage" was used instead of frequency percentage.
was also analyzed by demographic variables,
levels,

years of Chinese education,
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i.e.,

Data

class

number of Chinese

dialect spoken,

knowledge of Pinyin,

years lived in U.S.,

age and gender using group means and standard deviations.
In reporting the results,

positive "1" and negative

1" were taken as the cut-off points for "significant"
influence. Means between "1" and "-1" while showing positive
or negative bias toward either positive or negative
influence,

were statistically "insignificant."

The open-ended responses were summarized and
categorized.

Although this information provides useful

insights to discussions of the statistics,

the open-ended

section after each question as a whole generated very few
responses.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY

Findings

Question 1:

How strong

is Chinese

influence

in learning

English phonology?

Table

1:

LI

influence

in learning L2

N

phonology

Valid

Missing

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Statistic
107

Statistic
3

Statistic
.6449

Statistic
2.2074

107

-9.E-03

2.1566

108

3
2

-.1759

1.9898

sound
combinations

103

7

-.5437

1.9792

words

105

5

stress

103

7

-.4476
-.7184

2.2100
2.2247

intonation

107

3

-.7383

2.4392

vowels
consonants
syllables

Vowels:

total valid cases = 107

16% indicated "negative influence;"

44% indicated "no

influence;" 40% indicated "positive influence." Group mean
(".6";

sd=2.2)

shows insignificant positive Chinese

influence in learning English vowel sounds

Consonants:

(Figure 1).

total valid cases = 107

30% indicated "negative influence;" 36% indicated "no
influence;"

34% indicated "positive influence." Group mean
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("0";

sd=2.2)

shows Chinese has no

English consonants

Syllables:
27%

influence;"
("-.2";

27%

sd=2.0)

influence

(Figure 2).

total valid cases

indicated

"negative

indicated
shows

indicated
16%

sd=2.0)

influence

influence;"

44%

influence;"

indicated

24%

"positive

50%

indicated "no

influence."

Group mean

insignificant negative Chinese

indicated
shows

influence;"

(Figure 4).

influence;"

"positive

32%

indicated

influence."

"no

Group mean

insignificant negative Chinese
(Figure 5).

total valid cases = 103

indicated
25%

sd=2.2)

influence

structures(Figure 3).

influence;"

influence in pronouncing English words

("-.7";

Group mean

total valid cases = 105

sd=2.2)

Stress:

"no

total valid cases = 103

indicated "negative

42%

indicated

"positive influence."

"negative

shows

46%

in learning English sound combinations

Words:

("-.4";

108

in learning English syllabic

influence;"
("-.5";

=

insignificant negative Chinese

Sound Combinations:
34%

influence in learning

"negative

indicated
shows

influence;"

"positive

33%

indicated

influence."

"no

Group mean

insignificant negative Chinese

in learning English stress patterns
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(Figure

6).

Intonation:
46%

total valid cases = 107

indicated "negative influence"

very strong negative influence);
influence;"
("-.7";

28%

sd=2.4)

influence

26%

(with 21%

indicated "no

indicated "positive influence." Group mean
shows

insignificant negative Chinese

in learning English intonation

(Figure 7).

Even though overall group means did not
significant Chinese
categories,

it

percentages

of cases

show

influence in all 7 phonological

should be noted that there were

significant

indicating Chinese influence in

learning the English phonological
these

indicating

systems.

Implications of

findings will be included in later discussions.

5D

4)

3D

2D

SUDv=2«
Mnri=-0

<D
U-

Figure 1
LI influence

in vowels

0

Figure 2
LI influence
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N=tF0D

in consonams
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-4.0

-2.0
-3.0

0.0
-1.0

Figure 3
LI influence

2.0
1.0

4.0
3.0

40

in syllables

-30

-20

-1.0

00

1.0

20

30

40

Figure 4
LI influence in sound
combinations

40

30

-40

-30

-20

-1.0

00

10

20

30

Figure 5
LI influence in words

40

-4.0

-30 -20 -1.0

Q0

1.0

20

30

4.0

Figure 6
LI influence in stress
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40

-40

-30

-20

-10

Figure 7
LI influence

Question 2:

00

10

20

30

40

in intonation

How strong is Chinese influence in learning

English grammar?

Table 2:

LI influence in learning L2 grammar

N
Valid

Missing

Statistic
103

Statistic
7

Statistic
-.2524

108

2

sentence
patterns

104

simple
sentences

phrases
word order

compound
sentences
complex
sentences
tense
aspects

Std.
Deviation

Mean

-2.0093

Std. Error
.2232
.2351

Statistic
2.2653
2.4437

6

-1.2308

.2418

2.4662

98

12

9.2E-02

.1989

1.9693

102

8

-.2353

.2186

2.2079

104

6

-.8558

.2356

2.4031

104

6

-1.1442

.2325

2.3706

100

10

-1.2600

.2423

2.4230
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Phrases:
37%

indicated

influence;"
("-.3";

total valid cases = 103

27%

sd=2.3)

influence

"negative

indicated
shows

"positive

indicated

influence."

structures

(Figure 8).

indicated "negative influence"

indicating very strong negative

"no

influence;"

Group mean

(Figure

17%

("-2.0";

indicated

sd=2.4)

influence

(

influence);

"positive

shows very
in learning English

9).

Sentence Patterns:
Nearly 63%

Group mean

total valid cases = 108

significant negative Chinese
word order

indicated "no

insignificant negative Chinese

A overwhelming 73%
with nearly 44%

36%

influence."

in learning English phrasal

Word Order:

10%

influence;"

total valid cases = 104

indicated

"negative

influence"

(with over

43%

indicating strong to very strong negative influence);

14%

indicated

influence."

"no

influence;"

Group mean

("-1.2";

negative Chinese

influence

patterns

10).

(Figure

Simple Sentences:
24%

indicated

influence;"

20%

23%

indicated

sd=2.5)

"positive

shows

significant

in learning English sentence

total valid cases = 98

"negative

indicated

influence;"

"positive

79

46%

indicated

influence."

"no

Group mean

influence;"
("-1.3";

22%

sd=2.4)

influence

indicated "positive
shows

influence." Group mean

significant negative Chinese

in learning English aspects

In the

8

grammatical categories,

very significant negative Chinese

(Figure

15).

respondents

influence

indicated

in learning

English "word order;" significant negative Chinese infLuencs
in learning English "sentence patterns," "verb tenses" and

"aspects."

Figure 8
LI influence

in phrases

Figure 9
LI influence in sentence
patterns
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Figure 10
LI influence

in word order

Figure 11
LI influence in simple
sentences

3D

2D

t)

>
O

c
d)
3

a
£

u- o
■40

Figure 12
LI influence
sentences

in compound

-30

-20

-10

00

10

20

30

40

Figure 13
LI influence in complex
sentences
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3D.

30

-40 -30

-20 -10

Figure 14
LI influence

Question 3:

00

10

20

30

40

Figure 15
LI influence

in tense

in aspects

How strong is Chinese influence in learning

English lexicon and morphology?

Table 3:
LI influence in learning L2 lexicon and morphology

N
Valid

Missina

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Statistic
105

Statistic
-.5048

Statistic
2.2537

-.5189

2.0941

-.8302

2.0585

affixation

106

Statistic
5
4

inflected
forms

106

4

vocabulary

Vocabulary:
37%

total valid cases =105

indicated "negative

influence;"

24%

influence;"

indicated "positive

83

39%

indicated "no

influence." Group mean

("-.5";

sd=2.3)

influence

Over 40%

mean

("-.5";

(Figure

22%

16).

influence;"

38%

indicated

indicated "positive influence;"

sd=2.1)

shows

Group

insignificant negative Chinese

in learning English affixes and suffixes

17).

Inflected Forms:
44%

indicated

influence;"
("-.8";

(Figure

total valid cases = 106

indicated "negative

influence;"

influence

insignificant negative Chinese

in learning English lexicon

Affixation:

"no

shows

19%

sd=2.1)

influence

"negative

indicated

influence;"

"positive

shows close

37%

respondents

indicated "no

influence;"

Group mean

to significant negative Chinese

in learning English inflected forms

Overall,
influence

total valid cases = 106

(Figure

18).

indicated insignificant Chinese

in learning English lexicon and morphological

structures.

84

50

40

30

20

Figure 16
LI influence

in vocabulary

Figure 18
LI influence

in inflected forms

Figure 17
LI influence in affixation
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Question 4; How strong is Chinese influence in Writing
English?

Table 4:
LI influence in learning the L2 writing system

N

Std.
i
Deviation

Valid

Missing

Mean

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

writing
alphabet

107

3

.3271

1.7898

spelling

110

0

-.2273

2.0572

punctuation

107

3

.1495

1.9513

Writing in L2 Alphabet:

total valid cases

13%

influence;"

indicated

influence;"
(".3";

sd=1.8)

influence
system

24%

Spelling:

("-.2";

shows

25%

sd=2.1)

"negative

indicated
shows

indicated
27%

"no

Group mean

in the English alphabetical

total valid cases = 110

Punctuation:

influence;"

indicated

insignificant positive Chinese

influence;"

49%

indicated

"positive influence;"

"no

Group mean

insignificant negative Chinese

influence in learning English spelling

25%

107

19).

indicated

influence;"

63%

indicated "positive influence;"

in learning to write

(Figure

26%

"negative

=

(Figure 20).

total valid cases = 107
"negative

indicated

influence;"

48%

indicated

"positive influence."

86

"no

Group mean

(".1";

sd=2.0)

influence
As

a

in

Figure
LI

learning

group,

influence

-40

shows

-30 -20

in

-10

10

20

30

the

indicated

40

in writing

LI

alphabet

eo

Figure
LI

21

influence

in

(Figure

punctuation

87

21).
Ciiness

system.

-40 -30 -20 -10

Figure

Chinese

insignificant

English writing

19

influence

positive

English punctuation

respondents

learning

00

insignificant

00

10

20

30

40

20

influence

in

spelling

Question 5:
four basic

Table
LI

How strong
language

is Chinese

skills

influence

in acquiring the

in English?

5:

influence

in learning L2 basic

N
Valid

Missing

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Statistic
106

Statistic
4

Statistic
-.9151

Statistic
2.4028

speaking

106

4

-1.0660

2.5044

reading

103

7

-.2816

2.3069

writing

103

7

-.7573

2.3659

listening

Listening:

skills

total valid cases = 106

49% indicated "negative influence;" 28% indicated "no
influence;" 23% indicated "positive influence." Group mean
(-.9";

sd=2.4)

shows almost significant negative Chinese

influence in acquiring listening skills in the English
(Figure 22).

Speaking:

total valid cases = 106

Over 56% indicated "negative influence"

(with 38%

indicating strong to very strong negative influence;"

22%

indicated "no influence;" 22% indicated "positive
influence." Group mean

("—1.1";

sd=2.5)

shows significant

negative Chinese influence in learning to speak in English
(Figure 23).
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41% indicated "negative influence";

29% indicated "no

influence;" 30% indicated "positive influence." Group mean
("-.3";

sd=2.3)

shows insignificant negative Chinese

influence in English reading

Writing:

(Figure 24).

total valid cases =103

47% indicated "negative influence";
influence".
("-.8";

22% indicated "no

31% indicated "positive influence".

sd=2.4)

Group mean

shows close to significant negative Chinese

influence in English writing

(Figure 25).

In acquiring the four basic literacy skills,
respondents indicated significant negative Chinese influence
in speaking English.

3D

4)

SUQv=23)
Mm—11
N=tBCD
-40

-30

-20

-10

00

1.0

20

30

-40

40

Figure 22
LI influence in listening
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-10

00

10

20

30

40

Figure 23
LI influence in speaking
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Figure 24
LI influence in reading

Question 6:

Figure 25
LI influence in writing

How do you rate the degree of difficulty in

learning the four language skills in English?

Table 6:
Degree of difficulty in learning L2 basic skills

Statistics
N
Valid

Missing

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Isitening
skills

107

3

3.8

1.3

speaking
skills

109

1

4.0

1.2

108

2

2.8

1.3

108

2

3.4

1.5

reading
skills
writing
skills

A scale of 1 to 5 was used for the degree of difficulty
in learning the 4 basic skills in L2,

with "1" being "Least

difficult" and "5" being "most difficult".

90

Listening:

total valid cases = 107

The group mean is 3.8
of almost "very difficult"

Speaking:

"very difficult"

Reading:

"difficult"

=

which indicates speaking
(Figure 27).

108

(sd=1.3)

indicating that reading

for respondents

(sd=1.5)

for respondents

As a group,
basic skills,

(Figure 26).

(Figure 28) .

total valid cases = 108

The group mean is 3.4
is

(sd=1.2)

total valid cases

is almost "difficult"

Writing:

for the respondents

for respondents

The group mean is 2.8
in L2

which indicates a degree

total valid cases = 109

The group mean is 4.0
is

(sd=1.3)

indicating writing in L2

(Figure 29).

respondents indicated that among the 4

speaking is very difficult,

almost very difficult,

listening is

writing is difficult and reading is

almost difficult.
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93
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Figure 26
Difficulty in listening

Figure 27
Difficulty in speaking

Figure 28
Difficulty in reading

Figure 29
Difficulty in writing
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Discussions

Compared with the results of the whole group,

subgroup

analysis shows significant Chinese influences in more
categories,

which brings out the significant percentages

shown in the whole group analysis.

By Chinese Schooling

Total valid cases:
1-6 years
7-12 years
13+ years

85;

(elementary)

unspecified:
:

(2ndary):
(college):

25

14
74
7

In Phonetics and Phonology,

the Secondary subgroup

indicated insignificant Chinese influence in learning
English phonology while the Elementary subgroup and the
College subgroup both indicated significant negative Chinese

influence in pronouncing English "words" and learning
English "stress" and "intonation."
All three subgroups indicated insignificant positive
Chinese influence in learning English "vowel sounds"
30).

(Figure

The secondary subgroup differ from the other two

subgroups in their perceptions on Chinese influence in
pronouncing English "words",
(Figure 30).

"stress" and "intonation"

Subgroup perceptions on Chinese influence in
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learning English "consonants" and "syllables" are similar.
Where_the three subgroups differ,

the secondary subgroup

perceived the least negative Chinese influence in learning
English phonology

(Figure 30).

Figure 30
LI influence in L2 phonology
by Ll schooling

In Grammar and Syntax,

all three subgroups indicated

significant negative Chinese influence in learning English
"verb tenses" and "aspects."

This is consistent with the

general finds for all respondents.
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While both secondary and College subgroups indicated
significant negative Chinese influence,

the elementary

subgroup indicated almost significant negative Chinese
influence in learning English "sentence patterns." The
elementary subgroup perceived significant positive Chinese
influence in learning English "simple sentences" contrasted
to the other two subgroups that perceived no Chinese
influence.

Overall,

where the subgroups differ in the

degrees of Chinese influence in English learning,

the

elementary subgroup perceived less negative Chinese
influence in learning the English grammatical categories and
the college subgroup perceived far more negative Chinese
influence in learning English grammar

(Figure 31).

Learners'. Chinese literacy level may impact their
English learning as indicated by their perceived Chinese
influence in the study.

But it is unclear why the group with

secondary Chinese education perceived no significant Chinese
influence in learning English phonology as contrasted with
the other two groups and why the perceptions of learners who
had elementary Chinese education and those with college
level Chinese education came closer in several phonological
categories.
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Figure 31
LI influence in L2 grammar
by LI schooling

By Class Levels
Total valid cases:106;
Level 1:

.47

Level 2:

37

Level 3:

22

missing:

96

4

In Phonetics and Phonology,

Level 2 indicated

insignificant Chinese influence in all 7 categories.

Level 1

and Level 3 indicated significant negative Chinese influence
in "intonation." Level 3 also indicated significant negative
LI influence in pronouncing English "words" and learning
English "stress"

(Figure 32).

Level 2 learners consistently

perceived less negative Chinese influence in learning
English phonological features

(Figure 32).

There was no significant difference in all other
phonological categories by class levels.

Figure 32
LI influence in L2 phonology
by class level
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In Grammar and Syntax,

all three subgroups indicated

significant negative Chinese influence in learning English
"word order" and "aspects."
Level 1 and Level 3 indicated significant negative
Chinese influence in "sentence patterns;" Level 2 and Level
3 indicated significant negative Chinese influence in "verb
tenses.

Level 1 also indicated significant negative Chinese

influence in learning English "complex sentences"
(Figure 33).

Figure 33
LI influence in L2 grammar
by class level
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Learners

perceptions change as they acguire more of

the second language.

Learners in Level 1 classes perceived

negative LI influence in more categories than learners in
Level 2 and Level 3.

However,

since Level 1 and Level 3

learners also indicated common perceptions in certain
categories,

there is no clear pattern of developmental

changes from this study.

By Years of Residence in U.S.
Total valid cases:
0-3 years:

35

3+ years

61

:

96;

unspecified:

13; missing:

1

Differences were found between the 2 subgroups in
Phonetics and Phonology.

The group lived in U.S.

for less

than 3 years indicated significant negative Chinese
influence in learning English "stress" and "intonation" and
almost significant negative Chinese influence in pronouncing
English "words." The subgroup lived in U.S.

for more than 3

years indicated only a significant positive Chinese
influence in learning English "vowels,

insignificant Chinese

influence in all other phonological categories
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(Figure 34).

years in US.
0-3
sm.

$m

0kt3

Figure 34
LI influence in L2 phonology
by years in U.S.

In Grammar and Syntax,

the less than 3 years subgroup

also indicated additional significant negative Chinese
influence in learning English "complex sentences"
common categories "word order,"
tenses" and "aspects"

to the 4

"sentence patterns,"

"verb

in the general findings.

In other linguistic areas,

while all indicated

significant negative Chinese influence in learning to speak
in Engliush,

the 2 groups differ in their perception on the
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degree of Chinese influence in "listening"
in their perception).

(a 1.3 difference

The 2 subgroups had a insignificant

difference in "inflected forms"

(Figure 35).

Figure 35
LI influence in other L2
categories by years in U.S.

In learning the 4 Basic Literacy Skills,

the less than

3 years subgroup indicated significant negative Chinese
influence in both "listening" and "speaking" while the more
than 3 subgroup indicated significant negative Chinese
influence in "speaking"

(Figure 35).
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Similar to research, findings in second language
acquisition,

length of residence in U.S.

has an impact on

learning English as perceived by Chinese adults.

Learners

who have lived in the U.S. more than 3 years perceived
negative Chinese influence in fewer English categories than
those who have been in the U.S.

less than 3 years,

particularly in English listening skills.

By Age
Total valid cases:
under 29:

22

30 -39

:

35

40 -49

:

19

5 0+

:

85;

unspecified:

24; missing:

1

9

No subgroup difference was found in phonological
categories by age.

Interestingly enough,

the subgroup over 50 indicated

significant negative Chinese influence in only 2 grammatical
categories,

i.e.,

"word order" and "verb tenses" while all

other subgroups indicated 2 to 3 more as indicated in the
general findings

(Figure 36).

In Lexicon and Morphology,

the 40-49 subgroup indicated

significant negative Chinese influence in all 3 categories:
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Figure 36
LI influence in L2 grammar
by age group

"vocabulary,"

"affixation," and "inflected forms." All other

subgroups indicated insignificant negative Chinese influence
in all these categories

(Figure 37).
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Figure 37
LI influence in L2 morphology
by age group

In the 4 Basic Literacy Skills,

the 30-39 and 50 plus

subgroups indicated significant negative Chinese influence
in "listening and "speaking" while the 40-49 subgroup
indicated significant negative Chinese influence only in
"writing"

(Figure 38).
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Figure 38
LI influence in L2 basic skills
by age group

The result did not show a clear pattern with the
progression in age.

Learners in their 40s perceived

significant negative Chinese influence in more categories
than all other age groups,

while learners in their 50s

perceived negative Chinese influence in fewer categories.
Many other factors may play a part in adult second language
learning besides age differences.
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By Gender
TotaL valid cases:
male

:

97;

unspecified:

12; missing:

1

17

female:

80

The difference in perception was obvious when data was
analyzed by gender.

While males indicated significant

negative Chinese influence in 4 categories of Phonology,
namely,

in "sound combinations,"

"intonation,"

"words,"

"stress" and

females indicated insignificant Chinese

influence in all these categories.

In Grammar,

both subgroups indicated significant

negative Chinese influence in "word order,"
patterns,"

"sentence

"verb tenses" and "aspects," which is consistent

with the general findings.

The male subgroup also indicated

significant negative Chinese influence in "complex
sentences"

(Figure 39).

In the 4 Basic Literacy Skills,

males indicated

significant negative Chinese influence in 3 of the 4 skill
areas,

"listening,"

"speaking" and "writing." Females

indicated significant negative Chinese influence only in
"speaking"

(Figure 40).

Gender differences are obvious in the survey results.
Males perceived far more negative Chinese influence in
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English learning than females did.
different,

Are they genetically

or drastically different in learning style,

or do

they approach second language learning tasks differently?
All these questions need further studies.

Figure 39
LI influence in L2 grammar by gender

Figure 40
LI influence in L2 basic skills
by gender

By Number of Chinese Dialect Spoken
Total valid cases:

94;

1 Ll dialect:

23

2 Ll dialects:

37

3+ Ll dialects:

34

unspecified:

15;

missing:

1

Analysis was done in Phonetics and Phonology by groups
of learners based on the number of Chinese dialects they
speak.

The subgroup who speaks 1 Chinese dialect indicated

insignificant Chinese influence in all 7 phonological
categories.

The subgroup who speaks 2 Chinese dialects

indicated significant positive Chinese influence in learning
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indicated significant positive Chinese

influence in learning

English "vowel sounds." The subgroup who speaks
Chinese dialects
in all
were

7

3 or mare

indicated insignificant Chinese influence

categories.

It

should be noted,

however,

that there

indications by the 1 and 3+ subgroups that almost

significant negative Chinese influence does exist in tie
common categories

consistent with the general

findings.

The

3+ subgroup also indicated insignificant positive Chinese
influence
(Figure

in learning English single phonemes and syllables

41).

Figure 41
LI influence in L2 phonology by
number of LI dialect spoken
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Speaking more

than one Chinese dialect seems

to have

some impact on adult English learning as perceived by
Chinese learners.

Speaking 2

to be advantageous as

first language dialects seems

indicated by the study.

However,

more

study is needed to examine whether the effect of bi-dialect
and multi-dialect on learning a new language

is

the same or

different.

By Knowledge of Piny in
Total valid cases:

95; unspecified:

Learnt Pinyin:

59

didn't

36

learn

The

:

"learnt Pinyin"

in learning English

patterns and almost negative

in the

1

"stress"

influence in learning English

the subgroup also indicated

insignificant positive influence in
learnt"

missing:

subgroup indicated significant

negative Chinese influence

"sound combinations;"

14;

"vowels."

The

"not

subgroup indicated insignificant positive influence
first

5 of

the 7 phonological categories and

insignificant negative
"intonation."

influence

Both subgroups

in

"stress"

indicated almost

significance of Chinese influence
(Figure 42).
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and
the same

in learning English vowels

1.0
*

Figure 42
LI influence in L2 phonology
by knowledge of Pinyin

From respondents'

comments

in the open-ended question,

learners appear to think that learning Chinese Pinyin should
help them in learning English.
to raise learners'

The knowledge of

Pinyin seems

awareness and the ability to discriminate

segmental differences between Chinese and English.
interesting to see that,

at the

literacy level,

the knowledge and training in first
phonology,

adult

learners

still

similarities between their first
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It

is

even with

language phonetics and

tend to perceive more
language and the second

language

and rely heavily on

properties
tasks.

Some

learning

Chinese

respondents

the

first

second

language phonological

language

indicated that having

learning
learned

the

Pinyin alphabet has a positive effect on their

romanized

In

in approaching

the

of

the

English writing

summary,

respondents

influence

English by

indicated

significant positive

and negative Chinese

subgroup analysis.

in which respondents

There

influence

are

indicated Chinese

significant percentages.
significant

system.

categories,

In addition
the

influence

to

following

far more

the

in

learning

categories
shown by

statistically

should be

considered

significant.

Positive Chinese influence:
•

40%

indicated positive Chinese

English

influence

in

learning

"vowels;"

•

34%

in

learning

"consonants;"

•

36%

in

"compound sentences;"

•

30%

in

"reading"

and 31%

in

"writing."

Negative Chinese influence:
•

44%

indicated negative LI

English

•

42%

in

"words;"

learning

"stress;"
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influence

in pronouncing

•
•

46% in "intonation;"
-

37% in learning "phrases;"

•

35% in "compound sentences;'

•

54% in "complex sentences;"

•

37% in "vocabulary;*

•

40% in "affixation;"

•

44% in "inflected forms;"

•

49% in "listening;"

•

41% in "reading;" and

•

47% in "writing."

Overall,

the results show that

more negative Chinese influence in English learning than
positive influence.
In explaining their responses,

the following comments

were given in the open-ended question

(Question 7:

Please

comments on the positive and negative Chinese influences in
ESOL learning that you think are significant).

Learner perceived positive Chinese influence when they
judged Chinese and English structures are similar or the
same.

Learners commented that the similarity helps or makes

learning English easier for them:

"Because many English sounds are the same as Chinese
sounds,

Chinese helps me to memorize English."
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"I think Chinese

(basic)

word order and sentence

^structures help me in learning English."
" Because I learned how to write in Chinese
Pinyin),

(by

it helps me in learning to write in the

English alphabet.

Chinese also helps in using

punctuation."
"Chinese grammar helps me in learning English.

It helps

me to understand English grammar and the rules in
writing."

Learner perceived negative Chinese influence when they
judged the Chinese and English structures are different,
English structures are non-existent in Chinese,

the

or the

English structures are difficult:
"Chinese interferes in learning non-existent vowels and
consonants,
/e/ in dead.

e.g.,

/a/ in dad is easily pronounced as

There is no distinction of short or long

vowels in Chinese,

it's difficult for Chinese to make

the distinction in learning English /i:/ in eat vs.
in it.

Chinese syllabic structure is always

(consonant + vowel),
structures,

'CV'

when learning English "CCV'

Chinese tend to add a vowel sound between

the 2 consonants,

e.g.,

glad becomes g-lad.

words always end with a vowel sound,
English,

/i/

Chinese

in learning

the tendency is to add a vowel sound to the

English words ending in consonants,
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e.g.,

face /feis/

becomes /feisi/,

off becomes offu,

cheese becomes

cheesee."

"Chinese makes learning English intonation very
difficult."

"In my opinion,

Chinese makes learning English verb

tenses and inflected forms very difficult.

It makes

speaking and listening in English difficult."
"Chinese has negative influence in learning English
word order. When you speak in Chinese,

you say things

in the order of the meaning of each word,

but in

English the word order is different."
"Because the different word order in Chinese and
English,

it's very easy to mix up and have negative

effect."
"Because of Chinese word order and the difficulty in
English sentence patterns,

Chinese interferes with my

listening."
"In learning vocabulary,
expressions.

Chinese has very rich

I can express everything I feel

different words),

but in English,

has many meanings....

sometimes,

(using
one word

The strongest negative influence

exists in that word meaning in Chinese and English is
always mixed up."

"It's most difficult learning to

speak English and how to fully express yourself ....
English aspects and vocabulary are most difficult for
me."

"Negative Chinese influence is strongest in verb

tenses and inflected forms."
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"Chinese has negative influence in writing English
because it's totally different."

In some of the comments,

respondents indicated transfer

of Chinese learning experience rather than transfer of
specific Chinese structures in their perception of Chinese
influence:

"In English pronunciation,

we rely on phonetics.

Chinese Pinyin helps in learning English....
don't know Pinyin,

Because I

it makes learning English

pronunciation very difficult for me."
"I think there are many differences between English and
Chinese grammar.

But I always use Chinese grammar in

speaking English.
However,

This is a negative influence.

because I have learned Chinese,

learning English,

when I'm

Chinese helps me to understand the

meaning of English.

There is positive influence."

"Having learned Chinese helps me to understand English
grammar and rules of writing."
"In learning English,

the strongest negative influence

shows in mixing up Chinese and English word meanings.
On the other hand,
Chinese first,

I also get the meaning of English in

which reinforces my English learning."

"Because I learned how to write in Chinese,
in learning to write in English.
punctuation."
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it helps me

It also helps in using

"It seems like I need to forget all Chinese habits in
listening,

speaking and writing to get used to

listening,

speaking and writing in English."

Learners also perceived Chinese influence in their
strategies of coping with the second language learning
tasks:

"I think Chinese can help me learn words(vocabulary) .
When I read an English word or sentence,
translate into Chinese silently.
get the meaning.
poor,

I always

Only in this way can I

When one's English skills are still

Chinese helps."

"I think Chinese has negative influence in learning
English because sometimes when you want to express
something quick,

you tend to use the Chinese

(way)....

Chinese has strongest influence in learning to speak
English."
A few respondents commented on the age factor:

"In learning English,
difficulties,
tongue,

e.g.,

elderly

the elderly people have special

young people have a more flexible

(physically)

don't.

So,

speaking is

more difficult for older people."

A few others expressed their beliefs that:

"even though Chinese and English have a different word
order,

they are clearly distinct and do not necessarily

influence each other."
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"I don't see any Chinese influence.
English,

In learning

you just need to read a lot,

listen more,

write more and speak more."

"I believe as long as you

study hard and write daily,

it will help you learn a

lot in English."

Respondents also commented on what they think would
help them learn English:

"I think using more Chinese to explain things

(e.g.,

grammar rules and meaning)

(in

will help us a lot

learning English)."
"Chinese explanations help me learn English new
vocabulary.

It's difficult to understand in English."
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Restatement of Problem

Nearly half of the adult basic literacy learners in
Massachusetts are people who speak a language other than
English.

These adult learners come to literacy programs with

previous learning experiences and fully developed
personalities.
languages.

Some of them are literate in their first

These adults concentrate in urban communities

throughout the Commonwealth.

Despite research on second

language acquisition and on adult learners,

many

practitioners feel that still little is known about the
linguistic tasks adult ESOL learners face in the workplace
and in life.

Hardly any research has been done in how to

successfully utilize adult learners'

knowledge of their

first language in facilitating their learning of a new
language.

Academic studies on second language acquisition

typically test learners and use their errors and accuracy in
the test results to predict the source of learner difficulty
or formulate theoretic frameworks.

Learners'

input is

usually absent in such studies.
Quality instruction is key to the success for the adult
learners who enroll in adult basic education programs with a
second chance to succeed in acquiring literacy.
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Knowledge of

the learners which includes their linguistic background and
their previous experience in language learning is essential
to adult education teachers,

particularly to ESOL teachers,

to understand and facilitate the learning and teaching
processes.

Needless to say,

program quality is also vitally

important for funding in the adult basic education field.
The study addressed one of the language issues in urban
adult basic education,

namely,

learner perceived first

language influence in second language learning.

The study

examined how Chinese ESOL learners perceive LI influence in
learning English phonology,
and the writing system.

grammar,

lexicon and morphology,

The linguistic factors that

facilitate or hinder learners'

acquisition of English as

perceived by learners were analyzed.

The study intended to

identify group characteristics among urban Chinese adult
learners and provide teachers and learners with information
and insight into the teaching and learning processes.

The

study also introduced learner's perspective into studies of
second language learning,

specifically,

in the hope that it

will inspire practitioner research in the future.

Conclusion
The study of urban Chinese adult learners at Quincy
School Community Council's AESL Program found significant
first language influence as perceived by learners in
learning English "word order"

(Mean=-2.0;
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sd=2.4),

"aspects"

(Mean=-=1.3;
sd=2. 5} ,
skills

sd=2.4),

"verb tenses"

(Mean=-l.l;

"sentence patterns"
(Mean=-l.l;

sd=2.5).

sd=2.4)

(Mean=-1.2;
and "speaking"

Learners also perceived almost

significant Chinese influence in learning English "complex
sentences"
.9;

(Mean=-.9;

sd=2.4)

and "listening" skills(Mean=-

sd=2.4) .

Contrary to common believes and empirical research,
respondents did not perceive significant Chinese influence
in phonetics and phonology categories as a whole group.
though it may be inferred from the significant
significant)

Even

(and almost

Chinese influence indicated in speaking and

listening which would involve phonological,
other factors,

syntactic and

respondents seem to consider the influence is

in learning second language skills rather than in learning
specific second language linguistic segments.

Another interesting observation is that respondents
indicated significant Chinese influence in almost 5
grammatical categories out of the 8 given in the survey,
which has some consistency with other research findings in
Chinese ESOL learners.

However,

this finding was not from

testing learners on grammatical errors or accuracy,
their perceptions.
level,

but from

It clearly indicated that at the literacy

adult learners are aware of first language influence

in learning second language grammar rules and struggle with
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the complex structures in learning the very basic second
language skills - what they need most for communicating in
the second language.

Comparatively,

in assessing the degree of difficulty

for the 4 basic language skills,
than listening,
writing.

speaking is more difficult

which in turn is more difficult than

Reading is ranked the lowest among the 4

skills,

but it is still somewhat difficult for Chinese learners.

Findings from analysis by subgroups shed some lights on
the significant percentages

(even though group means did not

reach the significance points of +/-1).

Analysis in phonology:
education,
in the U.S.

the group with secondary Chinese

the Level 2 learner group,

learners who have been

for more than 3 years and females perceived no

significant Chinese influence in learning English phonology.
The group with elementary Chinese and the group with Chinese
college education,
in U.S.

Level 3

less than 3 years,

learners,

learners who have been

the group who learned Pinyin and

males perceived significant negative Chinese influence in
English pronunciation and phonological structures.
elementary Chinese education group,
in U.S.

The

the group who have been

for more than 3 years and learners who speak 2

Chinese dialects perceived significant positive Chinese
influence in learning English vowels.
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Analysis in grammar and syntax:

Level 3 learners

perceived significant negative Chinese influence in more
categories than Level 1 and Level 2

learners.

Learners 50

and older perceived significant Chinese influence in fewer
grammatical categories compared to other age groups,
the other age groups'

while

perception is consistent with the

general findings.

Analysis in lexicon and morphology:

learners in their

40s perceived significant negative Chinese influence in all
3 categories.

Learners who have been in the U.S.

for more

than 3 years indicated significant negative Chinese
influence only in learning English "inflected forms."
Analysis by all other subgroups perceived no significant
Chinese influence in learning English morphology.

Analysis in the 4 basic skills:

learners in their 40s

and males perceived significant negative Chinese influence
in writing while other groups indicated negative Chinese
influence in listening and speaking.

Perception is the first step toward a conscious effort
in second language learning.

Understanding how learners

think about the second language learning process is the
basis for any meaningful instruction.

Implications are

different for teachers when considering their individual
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classes
language

if

learners are totally unaware of any first

influence vs.

unimportant.
influence,

If

learners

think the influence is

learners do not realize the first

they may not see the underlying differences and

similarities between the 2

languages,

unable to utilize their first
If

language influence

(or inaccuracies

is

therefore,

learners do not think that

important

they are

language knowledge in second

language learning.

production)

language

to them,

first

in second language

they are not motivated to

speak accurately.
Learners'
language

goal and purpose of

(communicate meaning vs.

strategies

(using first

of

(transfer of

accuracy),

form of

training,

learning and instruction,

second language

first

avoidance in

language education

preference of a familiar way

second language as conscious

knowledge - rules and patterns vs.
stage of development

learning

language knowledge vs.

second language learning),
received

learning a second

- all of

these

communicative approach),
factors

influence the

learning process.

Perceptions differ on the relative importance and the
degree of Chinese influence in English learning among urban
Chinese adult ESOL learners at

the literacy level.

could be many explanations besides
open-ended survey questions.
this

study provides

the comments given in the

Clearly,

some useful
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There

data generated from

information for teachers who

work with the Chinese communities
have

to see what the learners

in mind and where help is needed.

also help learners

to think about

The information can

the learning process and

their coping strategies when confronted with the enormous
task of acquiring literacy skills

in a second language.

Recommendations for Future Research

Findings

from this

study have some clear implications

for teachers who work with the Chinese adult
learners.

The

classrooms

of

findings

literacy

should also inform ESOL teachers

in

learners with other first language background.

The study identified the common categories
see and do not see potential

first

in which learners

language influences

learning the second language,

and where teachers

should make references

first

to

the

to explain and facilitate students'

language

in

can and

in instruction

English learning.

But

further investigation is needed when teachers consider their
individual
decisions

classes of
in the

learners and make pedagogical

following areas:

Why did learners perceive
influence

insignificant

first

language

in phonetic and phonological categories when

teachers

think pronunciation is a big problem for second

language

learners?

first

Is

it because learners are unaware of

language influence,

or because pronunciation of
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individual phonemes
long as

they can get

is relatively unimportant to them as
their meaning across? Or because

learners have greater tolerance
first

for inaccuracy as

in their

language where most people speak a common dialect with

an accent?

Is

this perception developmental? Do teachers

have to worry so much about and focus on learners'
inaccuracies at

the

literacy level? How important is a

target-like pronunciation to

learners

class? How should teachers assess

in an adult ESOL

learner progress and

achievements? What curriculum design will best suit the
learners

in a certain classroom? Which instructional

approaches can help learners cope with the problems and
tasks

they face?

Such investigations will no doubt

teachers and their students
decisions

inform

in making meaningful educational

that will ensure adult

learners success and build

a truly learner-centered learning environment
classrooms.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER TO RESPONDENTS

Dear Respondent:
I am a doctoral student in School of Education, University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. The attached survey questionnaire is part of the data collection for my
dissertation.
I ask you earnestly for your personal responses which will be very important and
valuable to my study, and which might also be beneficial to yourself and the program
where you attend by providing information on the issues being surveyed.
Your participation in the survey is absolutely voluntary. Your responses to the
questionnaire will be strictly confidential. No individual data will be identified in
generating the report. Only group data will be used. Results of the study will be
available to your program and your teachers.
I appreciate your assistance and cooperation in this process.

Thank you very much for your support.

Sincerely Yours,

Fengju Zhang

APPENDIX B

LEARNER PERCEIVED CHINESE INFLUENCE IN ESOL LEARNING
Participation in this survey is voluntary. All responses will be confidential. Only group
data will be reported.
This survey asks for your perception on the Chinese influence in learning the specific
language aspects of English. Please circle the number on each scale below that best
represents your perception on the relative degree of negative or positive influence. For
example, a 4 on the left side would indicate that the negative influence is of the
strongest degree; similarly, a 4 on the right side would indicate that the positive
influence is of the strongest degree; and a 0 would indicate that neither influence exists.
1.

How strong is Chinese influence
in learning English phonology?

positive

no influence

negative

a. vowels

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

b. consonants

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

c. syllables

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

d. sound combinations

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

e. words

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

f. stress

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

g. intonation

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

Use examples to explain your ratings:

2.

How strong is Chinese influence
in learning English grammar?

positive

no influence

negative

a. phrases

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

b. word order

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

c. sentence patterns

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

d. simple sentences

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

e. compound sentences

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4
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f. complex sentences

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

g. tense

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

h. aspects

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

Use examples to explain your ratings:

3.

How strong is Chinese influence in
learning English lexicon
and morphology?

negative

no influence

positive

a. vocabulary

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

b. affixes

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

c. inflected forms

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

Use examples to explain your ratings:

4.

How strong is Chinese influence
in writing English?

negative

no influence

positive

a. writing English alphabet

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

b. spelling

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

c. punctuation

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

Use examples to explain your ratings:

5. How strong is Chinese influence
in acquiring the four basic
language skills in English?
a. listening
b. speaking
c. reading
d. writing
Use examples to explain your ratings:

negative

4
4
4
4
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3
3
3
3

no influence

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

positive

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

6. How do you rate the degree of
difficulty in learning the four
language skills in English?
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

least difficult

listening
speaking
reading
writing

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

most difficult

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

Please comment on the positive and negative Chinese influences in ESOL learning
that you think significant.

Demographics
a. age_
b. gender: M_
F
c. dialect(s):_
d. Have you ever learned Pingyinl
Yes_
No_
e. years of schooling in Chinese_
f. years of learning English_
g. years in USA_
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APPENDIX C

LETTER TO RESPONDENTS (CHINESE)

mxmmm®.
+#tm.
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1996^12^
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APPENDIX D

LEARNER PERCEIVED CHINESE INFLUENCE IN L2 LEARNING
(CHINESE)

m? %&*m?
»*(»»); *5T0***»*fffir*«.

&*«*

m&

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

a . 70^

b . Hrff
c . Ofv

d. #69*1£
e. #LiS|
f. S#
g. %m

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

m

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2.
WM

%&

a. Mi§
b. igj*
c.
d.
e . Mn'^J
f.
g . W" rS

h . igiS

3.

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

+*****«?
a. me
b. 8m/B*8
c . fflMMt

*MK

4
4
4
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3
3
3

2

1

0

1

2
2

1

0

1

1

0

1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

4.
m«

a.

4
4
4

b. **5**11

c .

*r«

&«m
3
3
3

2
2
2

1
1
1

0
0
0

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

WMHftHfM&tt#:

5.

+**£*!«?
4
4
4
4

a . DJf

b . ift
c . 6f

d

E

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2

a . IJf

*«/h
1
2

b . ift

1

2

c . i#

1

2

d.

1

2

7.

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
HFFNIfifc.

8.
a .
c .
e.

_
5 _

g.

_

b.
d.
f .
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